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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL
HARRISBURG

LERoy S. ZIMMERMAN

ATTORNEY GENERAL

October 10, 1985

James M. Seif, Regional Administrator
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
841 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107

Dear Mr. Seif:

16TH F'LOOR

STRAWBERRY SQUARE

HARRISBURG.. PA. 17120

Re: Legal Statement to Support
Pennsylvania's Application for
Final Authorization of the
Hazardous Waste Management Program

You have been provided with a Legal Statement prepared by
the Office of General Counsel in support of Pennsylvania's
application for final authorization under the Resource .
Conservation and Recovery, Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C. §§690l-6987.
In the cover letter accompanying the Legal Statement, the
General Counsel indicated that a letter concurring in the
Legal Statement would be submitted by the Pennsylvania Office
of Attorney General.

Under Section 204(c) of the Commonwealth Attorneys Act,
Act of October 15, 1980 (P.L. 950, No. 164), 71 P .. S. §732.l0l
et ~., the Office of Attorney General is responsible, in
the first instance, for representing Commonwealth agencies
in civil litigation. Therefore, this letter of concurrence
is submitted to satisfy the requirement of 40 C.F.R. §27l.7
respecting legal counsel's "full authority to independently
represent the State Agency in court on a~l matters pertaining
to the State program."

The Office of Attorney General has reviewed the Legal
Statement dated October 4, 1985, and is in agreement with its
contents, consisting of 1) the description of the Pennsylvania
Hazardous Waste Management Program and 2) the legal analysis
contained therein. The Office of Attorney General concurs in
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James M. Seif, Regional Administrator
October 10, 1985
Page 2

the conclusions of the Legal Statement that the Commonwealth
has adequate authority to carry out the program set forth in
the "Program Description" submitted by the Department of
Environmental Resources as part of the application for
final authorization.

Sincerely,

<: '$6Met4~ &t)~~
Thomas G. ~J::: L-__

First Deputy Attorney General

TGSjr/mlm
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL·

P. O. Box 11775
HARRISBURG. PENNSYLVANIA 17108

(717) 783-6563

October 4, 1985

Mr. James M. Seif
Regional Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
841 Chestnut Building
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107

Re: Legal Statement to Support Pennsylvania's
Application For Final Authorization of
the Hazardous Waste Management Program

Dear Mr. Seif:

Pennsylvania is applying for final authorization under
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C.
§§6901 et~ The attached Legal Statement is submitted in
support of the Commonwealth's application in accordance with
40 C.F.R. §271.7, which requires the Attorney General o~

independent legal counsel to certify that the stite has
adequate legal authority to carry out the program described
in the application.

EPA's regulations require the "independent legal coun
sel" signing such a statement "to have full authority to
independently represent the state agency in court on all
matters pertaining to the state program." 40 C.F.R. §123.23
(emphasis added). Since passage of the Commonwealth Attor
neys Act, Act of October 15, 1980 (P.L. 950, No. 164), 71
P.S. §732.i01 et ~., authority to represent Pennsylvania on
matters pertaining to the hazardous waste management program
is divided between the Office of General Counsel and the
Office of the Attorney General. In order to assure full
compliance with EPA's regulations, I am authorized to sign
the Legal Statement for the Office of General Counsel; the
Office of the Attorney General will sign a separate letter
concurring in the Legal Statement.

Yours truly, 4/
/~r!?~/

(;'/JOHN P. KRILL
. 'Deputy General Counsel

JPK:kab
cc: Hon. Nicholas DeBenedictis

Henry G. Barr, Esq.
John Carroll, Esq.
Maxine Woelfling, Esq.
Cathy Myers, Esq.
David Hess
Leon Kuchinski
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lEGAL STATEMENT FOR FINAL AUIHORIZATION

I hereby certify, pursuant; to my authority as Deputy General
Counsel for the Corrrnmwealth of Pennsylvania and in accordance with
Section 3006 (b) of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as arrended by the
Resc:urce Conservation and Recovery Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. §690l
et seq.), and 40 C.F.R. 271 that, in my opinion, the laws of the
Ccmnonwealth of PennSylvania provide adequate authority to carry
out the program set forth in the "Program Description" submitted by
the Pennsylvania Department of Envirornnental Resources. The
specific authorities provided, which are contained in statutes or
regulations lawfully adopted at the time this statement is signed
and which are fully effective, include those identified below.
This certification will remain effective tml.ess modified in
writing as a consequence of changes in law or regulations.

I. IDENTIFICATION AND liSTING

A. State statutes and regulations define hazardous waste so as to
control all the hazardous waste controlled under 40 C.F.R. 261 as indicated
in Checklist I A.

[Federal Authority: RCRA §300l (42 U.S.C. §692l); 40 C.F.R. 261,271.9]

Sections 103 and 402 of the Solid Waste Management Act, Act of July 7,
1980 (P.L. 380, No. 97),35 P.S. §§60l8.l03 and 6018.402 (hereinafter
referred to as "Act 97"); 25 Pa. Code §75. 261.

B. State statutes and regulations contain a list of hazardous
waste and characteristics for identifying hazardous waste which encanpass
all wastes controlled under 40 C.F.R. 261 as indicated in Checklist I B
and C.

[Federal Authority: RCRA §300l(b) (42 U.S.C. §692l(b)); 40 C.F.R. 261,
271. 97]

Sections 103 and 402 of Act 97; 25 Pa. Code §75.26l.

Remarks: The regulations of the Pennsylvania Department; of Envirornnental

Resources (hereinafter referred to as "the Department;") have incorporated

the provisions in 40 C.F.R. 261.3 - 261.33 regardi~ identification and

listing of hazardous waste almost verbatim and have incorporated the

lists and appendices by reference. Therefore, the Conrnonwealth of

Pennsylvania I s program controls all of the hazardous wastes in checklist

I A, B, and C.
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Definitions: The principal di.Ffarence in the categorization of wastes is that

coal refuse and acid mine drainage treatment plant sludges which are

regulated under other Pennsylvania statutes are expressly excluded from

the definition of hazardous waste in Act 97, and therefore in the imple-

rnenting regulati<ns, §75.26l(c). Under the Federal scheme, these and

other mining wastes are excluded by regulation in 40 C.F.R. 261.4(b) (7).

Although the Federal exemption is regulatory and the State exemption is

statutory, the effect is the Satre.

The definition of the term "disposal" in Act 97 is slightly different

fran the ReM definition in language but has the same meaning. The

definition of disposal in Section 103 of Act 97 is:

"Disposal." The incineration, deposition,
injection, dumping, spilling, leaking or placing of
solid waste into or on the land or water in a
marmer that the solid waste or a constituent of
the solid waste enters the environment, is emitted
into the air or is disCharged to the waters of
the Cannonwealth. (EirqJhasis added)

The definl.tion of disposal in §1004(3) of RCRA is

(3) The term "disposal" means the discharge,
deposit, injection, dunping, spilling, leaking or
placing of any solid waste or hazardous waste into
or on any land or water so that such solid waste
or hazardous waste or any constituent thereof may
enter the environment or be emitted into the air
or discharged into any waters, including ground
waters. (FInphasis added)

EPA has asked whether the difference between the federal "may

enter the envirornnent" and the state "enters the environment" affects

the equivalency of the state and federal programs. There is no substantive

difference because in application "enters the environment" and "may

enter the envirornnent" is the same test. Under the state program

a solid waste "enters the environment" if it is put on land or in water
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without adequate control to prevent contamination of the envi.rcrment .

The state's definition of disposal does not require a shCMing of pol

lution, contamination or damage to the environment. Therefore, entering

the envirornnent occurs when the solid waste ceases to be properly managed

and under the control of the generator or transporter. The definition

of "disposal" in 25 Pa. Code §75:260(a), which states that disposal

includes the rrere abandonment of solid waste, demonstrates that under

state law, waste "enters" the envirornnent when it is no longer actively

managed to prevent Lt :fran contaminating the environment. Thus, in

application a solid waste "enters the environment" at the point at which

the waste is uncontrolled and "may enter the environment", making the

two definitional tests equivalent.

In a likely enforcement context, the two definitions are also demon

strably equivalent. In a case in which hazardous wastes were placed on

land or in water, but had not yet contaminated the envirornnent, an

enforcerrent agency would Pave to prove the likelihood of success on the

merits and the likeliliood of immediate and irreparable harm in order to

be entitled to a preliminary Injunct.Lon. Under either the ReRA or the

Act 97 definition of "disposal", the agency would be required to demon

strate that a waste or waste constituent would be likely to contaminate

the environment if not removed or contained in sane way.

However, Pennsylvania law provides two other means of dealing with

a case where hazardous wastes threaten to contaminate the environment,

but have not yet done so. If the pLacement; of wastes on land or water

constitutes storage or treatment, such activity must be carried out

under pennit. The pennit would be subj ect to modification or revocation

ARI90033
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under Section 503(e) of Act 97 if the pern~tted activity were creating a

potential hazard to public health, safety or welfare. The likelihood

that unpermitted disposal would occur at a storage or treatment site

would also be grounds under Act 97 for revocation or modification of the

facility's permit. 35 P.S. §60l8~503(e).

Further, the Pennsy1vania Supreme Court has detennined that where a

statute proscribes certain activity, all that need be proven to establish

irreparable harm sufficient to support a preliminary injunction is that

the illegal activity occurred. PUCv. Israel, 356 Pa. 4D0, 4D6, 52 A.2d

317, 321 (1947); DER v. CCMard, 489 Pa. 327, 341, 414 A.2d 91, 98 (1980).

If the placement of wastes on land or water were carried out in violation

of Act 97 or the regulations thereunder, as, for example, placement of

drurrrned waste on land without the labeling or marking required by 25 Pa.

Code §75.262(g) , such a violation would entitle the Commonwealth to
1

injunctive relief whether or not the wastes had entered the environment.

As noted in checklist I A, the Commonwealth's regulations, unlike

40 C.F.R. 261.2(e) , do not contain a definition for a ''manufacturing or

mining byproduct." The primary function of the Federal definition

appears to be the exclusion frc:rn classification as solid wastes of

primary manufacturing or mining products which !MY srmetimes be discarded.

Since both the EPA and Permsylvania regulations exclude mining wastes

fran classification as hazardous, only the reference to manufacturing

~yproducts requires further discussion. Both the Act 97 definition of

1. Rule 1531 of the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure provide
for an ex parte injunction without notice or hearing, which is
the equIValent of the federal "temporary restraining order" (Fed.
RCP 65(b».

-4-
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"hazardous waste" and the ReRA definition of "solid waste" refer to "any

other discarded material ... resulting fran industrial ... operations."

The Permsylvania program, which does not attempt to limit the statutory

definition to secondary and incidental manufacturing byproducts, as in

Federal regulations, is broader than the Federal definition. As a

practical matter, the universe of regulated wastes is more specifically

described by the regulations listing and identifying hazardous wastes

and their characteristics. In that aspect of the program, 25 Pa. Code

Chapter 75.261 is virtually identical to the Federal regulations.

Exemptions

Sections 75. 26l(e) (1) and (2) of DER's regulations provide exemptions

fran certain regulatory requirements for characteristic hazardous wastes

which are used, reused, recycled, or reclaimed. Such exemptions apply

only to characteristic hazardous wastes, not listed wastes. "01aracter

istic wastes" are wastes that are not specifically listed as hazardous,

but which exhibit a hazardous characteristic when tested. The hazardous

characteristics in both the state and federal programs are Extraction Pro

cedure toxicity, ignitability, corrosivity and reactivity. For those

characteristic hazardous wastes which are used, re-used, recycled, or

reclaimed and which are neither sludges nor wastes listed in 25 Pa. Code

§75.26l(h) , Permsylvania requires coopliance with applicable notification,

manifest and quarterly report requirements. In this respect, the Carrnon

:wealth's program is more stringent than the Federal program.

Authority to list Hazardous Wastes

Pennsy1vania has the authority to go beyond the federal program in

classifying wastes as hazardous, because the definition of hazardous

ARI90035
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waste considers a broader range of public health effects than in ReRA.

The definition of "hazardous waste" in Act 97 includes the concept of an

"increase in rrorbt.di.ty in either the individual or the total population,"

while the RCRA definition refers to an "increase in serious irreversible,

or incapacitating reversible, illness." The meaning of "morbidity" is

construed fran accepted technical definitions because it is not defined

in Act 97 or the regulations. Pricev. Maxwell, 28 Pa. 23 (1857).

''Morbidity'' is defined in Dorland's Illustrated Medical Dictionary (24th

Ed.), as both "the condition of being diseased" and "sick rate; the

ratio of sick to well persons in a carrnunity." Thus, the Environmental

Quality Board, unl.ike EPA, is authorized to list as hazardous any waste

which, because of its quantity, concentration or physical, chemical, or

infectious characteristics may cause or sign;i.ficantly contribute to an

increase in any illness in an individual or the total population.

In those rare instances in which the Department may wish to imple

ment §402 of Act 97 and regulate as hazardous a waste which has not yet

been listed by the Environmental Quality Board, 25 Pa. Code §75.26l(f) (2)

requires the Department to use the more restrictive EPA standard in

volving "serious irreversible or incapacitating reversible illness".

listing by Reference

EPA has asked whether Permsylvania may lawfully adopt regulations

that reference EPA (or other) r~gulations or adopt certain EPA criteria

by reference to 40 C.F. R. There are thirteen instances in the Pennsy1

vania regulations in which "adoption by reference" occurs, in Sections

75.260(c) (4), 75.261(c) (18) , 75.26l(g) (2) (i) , 75.261(g) (4) (i) , 75.261

(h) (1) (ii) , 75.26l(h) (2) , 75.26l(h) (3) , 75. 261(h) (4) (v) , 75.261(h) (4) (vi) ,

-6-
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courts have upheld the validity of regulations that reference other

existing regulations, including federal regulations. See East Suburban

Press v. Township of Penn Hills, 40 Pa. Crnwlth 438, A.2d 1263 (1979);

Commonwealth v. Tarabilda, 222 Pa; Super. 237, 294 A.2d 830 (1972);

Fisher's Petition, 344 Pa. 96, 23 A.2d 878 (1942). Adoption by reference

has occurred in water quality, air quality, and safe drinking water

regulations approved by this office. (See 25 Pa. Code §§92.3l, 131.2)

The practice is expressly authorized by Section 1937(a) of the Statutory

Construction Act of 1972, 1 Pa. C.S. §1937(a) , attached as Appendix 1

hereto, which states that any reference in a statute to a regulation

includes all past or subsequent amendments and supplanentsto that

regulation and any new regulation substituted for a fanner regulation,

which were in force at the t.irre of appl.Lcation of the provision of the

statute in which such reference was made, unless the context clearly

indicates otherwise. The Statutory Construction Act applies to docu

ments codified in the Pennsylvania Code, which includes all regulations.

A detailed discussion of the legality of adoption of state regulations

which reference federal regulations is attached as Appendix 2 hereto.

II. STANDARDS FOR GENERATORS

State statutes and regulations provide coverage of all the generators
covered by 40 C.F. R. 262 as indicated in Checklist, II.

(Federal Authority: RCRA 3002 (42 U.S.C. §6922); 40 C.F.R. 262, 271.10]

Sections 105 and 403 of Act 97; 25 Pa. Code §75.262.

-7-
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Remarks: Pennsylvania's regulations pertaining to hazardous waste

generators, promulgated at 25 Pa. Code §75.262, are equivalent to 40

C.F. R. 262. except for those few elements of the program in which the

Pennsylvania regulations are more stringent. First, Pennsylvania

generators are not pennitted to designate alternate disposal facilities

on the manifest. Ccrrpare , 40 C.F.R. 262.20(c) and 262.20(d) with 25

Pa. Code §75.262(e) (1) (iv) and §75.262(e) (6). Second, no extensions

beyond 90 days are al.Loeed for short-tenn accumulation of wastes by

Pennsylvania generators without a pennit. 25 Pa. Code §262(g) (1).

Beyond 90 days. such accumUlation is considered storage under the

Pennsylvania regulations and a permit is required. 25 Pa. Code §264(a)

(3) (iv). Third, manifests must be retained for 20 years under the

Pennsylvania scheme 25 Pa. Code §262(h) , rather than the three years

required by 40 C.F.R. 262. 40 (a) . Fourth, Pennsylvania generators must

submit quarterly reports to the Department under 25 Pa. Code §262(i) ,

rather than biennial reports, as required by 40 C. F. R. 262.41.

The Carmonwealth's regulations pertaining.to generators are authorized

both by specific and general provisions in Act 97. Examples of specific

provisions are Sections 403 (b) (2) and (3), which require accurate labeling

and packaging in appropriate containers, and Section 403 (b) (5) and 403(b)

(7), which require that a manifest system be used and that reports listing

quantities of wastes generated and the method of their disposal be submitted

to the Department. These provisions of Act 97 expressly authorize the

regul.atdons concerning the manifest and reporting systems, including the

requirements concerning international shi.pnents and exception reporting.

The hazardous waste determinatia1 provisions, set forth in Sections
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403 (b) (1) , (4), (5), and (7) of Act 97, require the generator to deter-

mine the nature of his waste and the basis for its classification as

hazardous. Similarly, Sections 403 (b) (1), (5), and (7) of Act 97

authorize a tracking or recordkeeping system, of which an identification

number is a natural or reasonably. expected element.

Those aspects of the Department.' s regulatory system which are not

authorized by a specific provision of Act 97 are authorized under the

general provisions of Act 97. Section 403 (a), for example, forbids a

generator to transfer hazardous waste unless such generator canplies

with the Department's rules, regulations, pennits, licenses, and orders.

Section 104(2) authorizes the Department to cooperate with appropriate

Federal, State, inters.tate, and local units of government in carrying

cut; its duties under the Act. These sections, canbined with the general

rulernaking authority in Section 105 (a) of Act 97, authorize DER to

establish such elements of the regulatory system as tracking interstate

or international hazardous waste shipments by using manifest and reporting

systans canpatible with those of EPA and other states.

EPA has questioned whether Sections 403 (b) (5) and 403 (b) (6) of the

Solid Waste Management Act require disposal of solid hazardous waste

only at a properly authorized facility in Permsylvania or at a RCRA

authorized facility outside Pennsylvania, while prohibiting disposal at

an unauthorfzed out-of-state facility. The DER regulations address and

clarify this issue. Hazardous waste can only be transported to a

"designated facility" pursuant to §75.263(d)(8). A designated facility

is defined in the DER regulations as:

A hazardous waste treatment, storage, or
disposal facility that has been designated on the
manifest by the generator, and which has or is con-

ARI90039
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sidered to have a solid waste management permi.t f'rcrn
the DepartnEnt and has interim status, or has a haz
ardous waste management pennit fran the Department,
or if located outside the Carrnonwealth, which has
received an EPA permit (or is a facility with
interim status) in accordance with requirements
of 40 C.F.R. parts 122 and 124 of Subtitle C of
RCRA, or has a permit fran a state authorized in
accordaI1ce with Part 123 of SUbtitle C of RCRA..

(25 Pa. Code§75.260)
Emphasis added

Under the definition of "designated facility", only a facility which has

a pennit fran a RCRA-authorized state or frem EPA, or interim status may be

a designated facility for shipments outside the Carmonwealth.

EPA has asked whether the Department has general authority to issue

regulations implementing the prohibitions in Section 403. This authority

resides with the Envirornnental Quality Board, not with the Department.

Section 105(a) of Act 97 authorizes the Environmental Quality Board to

adopt the Department's rules and regulations in order to "carry out the

provisions of this Act". Provisions such as Sections 403 (b) (1) - (7)

serve as a more specific description of principles and policies which

may be codified or implemented in the form of regulations. Sections

403 (a) and 403 (b) (8) and (9) prohibit any person who generates or manages

hazardous waste frem tr.ansferring, transporting, treating, storing, or
. .

disposing of such waste unless such person complies with Department
.

regulations. .. Consequently, the EQB has the authority to promulgate

regulations implementing any requirement of Act 97; including the pro

hibitions set forth in Section 403. The prohibitions are self-executing;

they would apply to all persons who undertake hazardous waste management

activities even if the EQB had not adopted the provisions as Subchapter

D of Chapt-er 75.
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III. STANDARDS FOR TRANSPORIERS

State statutes and regulations provide coverage of all the trans
porters covered by 40 C.F. R. 263 as indicated in Checklist III.

[Federal Authority: RCRA §3003 (42 U.S.C. §6923); 40 C.F.R. 263, 271.11]

Sections 105, 401, 403, 404 (b) , 50l(b) , 502, 503, and 505(e) of Act
97; 25 Pa. Code §75.263.

Remarks : With respect to those matters governed by 40 C.F .R. Part 263,

relating to transporter requirements, Pennsylvania's regulatory program

is virtually identical to the Federal scheme. Both Sections 105 (a) and

403 of Act 97 provide legal support for these regulations, and the

regulatory requirements which are not specifically stated in the statutory

language can be necessarily inferred fran the statutory scheme. For example,

the identification rumbar requirement established in 25 Pa. Code §75.263(b)

is an essential element of the manifest tracking and recordkeeping

systems required by Subsections 403 (b) (5) and (b) (7) of Act 97. In

order to use the data collected by these systems for enforcement and

administrative purposes, it is necessary to have a number that can

provide quick access to infonnation on a particular transporter. The

number may be obtained fran either EPA or the Department.

Similarly, the requirement in 25 Pa. Code §75.263(g) that trans-

porters notify the National Response Center or the U. S. Department of

Transportation in the event of a spill or discharge is authorized by the

statutory requirernent in Section 403 (b) (12) that transporuers "take

·iImediate steps to contain and clean up the spill or discharge" and the

direction in Section 105(b) of Act 97 that the EQB is to adopt regulations

which will protect the safety, health, welfare and property of the

public.

EPA has questioned whether the DER transporter regulations apply to

transporters of shipments which neither originate nor tenninate in ARI 9004I
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Pennsylvania, but merely pass through the state. Section 75. 263(a) (1)

was amended to state that "transporters transporting hazardous waste

through Pennsylvania, neither picking up nor delivering hazardous waste

within the Carrnonwea1th, need only canp1y with the U.S. EPA transporter

requirements in 40 C.F.R. §263." The intention of this provision is to

a11CM certain interstate transportation to canp1y with state law by

canp1ying with the federal requirenents as long as the waste remains in

transit. Those transporters which pick up waste fran generators or

facilities in Permsy1vania or deliver waste to storage, treatment or

disposal facilities in Permsy1vania are subj ected to additional state

requirements that exceed the federal protections. Every transporter who

is not required to canp1y with Chapter 75 must ccrnp1y with 40 C.F.R. 263

including those who pickup or deliver to another transporter. The

additional regulatory protection afforded by the Department I s licensing

program applies only to transporters of waste which is generated, stored,_

treated or disposed in Pennsylvania. However , because the tenn "disposal"

is so broadly defined in Section 103 of the Solid Waste Management Act,

any leakage, spill, or other incident resulting in a discharge of hazardous

waste to the envirornnent in Pennsylvania, subj ects all interstate trans-

port.atLon to the full regulatory provisions set forth in §75. 263. .

IV. srANDARDS FOR FACIUTIES

A. State statutes and regulations provide permit; standards for
hazardous waste management; facilities covered by 40 C.F. R. 264 as indi
cated in Checklist IV A.

[Federal Authority: RCRA §3004 (42 U.S.C. §6924); 40 C.F.R. 264, 271.12]

Sections 104, 105, 401, 403, 501, 502, 503, 505, and 506 of Act 97; 25 Pa.
Code §75.264 and §§75.300-336.

ARI90042
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B. State statutes and regulations provide for interim status and
include interim status standards for hazardous waste management facilities
covered by 40 C.F.R. 265 as indicated in Checklist IV B.

1. State statutes and regulations authorize cwners and operators
of hazardous waste management facilities which would qualify for interim
status under the Federal program to remain in operation until a final
decision is made on the permit application; ,

2. State law and regulations authorize continued operation of
hazardous waste management facilities provided that owners and operators of
such facilities comply with standards at least as stringent as EPA's inter~

status standards at 40 C.F. R. 265; and

3. State law and regulations assure that any facility qualifying
for State Intcrdm status continues to qualify for Federal Interfrn status.

[Federal Authority: RCRA §3005(e) (42 U.S.C. §6925); 40 C.F.R. 265, 271.l3(a)]

Sections 105(a) , 403, 404, and 1001 of Act 97; 25 Pa. Code §75.265.

Ranarks : Act 97, like ReRA, requires that owners and operators of

treatment, storage, and disposal facilities obtain permits and operate

in canpliance with them. These permi.t requirements are set forth in

Sections 401, 403(b) (9), and 501 of Act 97. The enforcement and remedies

provisions in Article VI of the statute authorize both civil and criminal

penalties for violations of the permit requirements.

Sections 401 and 403(b) (9) also require canpliance with facility

standards cont.aineddn 25 Pa. Code §75. 264. These regulations are

equivalent to 40 C.F.R. Part 264, and in some respects more stringent.

The regulations are ampIy supported by the statutory authorization in

Section 105(a), as well as the requirements stated in Article IV and

Article V of Act 97. The Department has the express duty to regulate

the storage, collection, transportatirn1, processing, treatment, and

disposal of hazardous waste under Section 104(6) of Act 97. Aspects

of facility operation such as monitoring, inspecting, location, design,

construction, ownership, closure and post-closure activities, and continuity

ARI90043
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of operation are necessary in order to implement that duty in accordance

with the legislative mandate in Section 102(4) to protect the public

health, safety and welfare fran the short and long tenn dangers of

hazardous waste management activities. Therefore pennits, including

post-closure pennits, may contain any relevant standards in §75.264 as

pennit conditicns.

Identificati0l1 numbp.rs for pennits for facilities, although not

mentioned in the old regulations, were assigned by the Department for

filing and admird.stratIve purposes. The necessity of coordinating with

the Federal numbering system under RCRA made it:; appropriate to address

identification mnnbers In 25 Pa. Code §75 . 264 (b) . Such coordinat.i.cn is

a duty of the Department under Section 104(2) of Act 97.

Notice to Subsequent Purchasers

The Corrrnonwealth' s program includes three requirements regarding

notices to future purchasers of property used to manage hazardous

wastes, which together are more canprehensive than the. comparable

Federal requirements. First, the provisions of 40 C.F.R. 264.l20(a)(2)

and (3) r.equiring the recording of notice to future purchasers of use

restrictions and survey plats on land used for haz~rdous waste disposal

are codified in 25 P~. Code §75.264(o) (20). Second, Section 405 of Act 97

requires grantors to acknowledge any known hazardous waste disposal on

the deed conveying property. This provision protects purchasers where

property may have been used for hazardous waste disposal which was not

pennitted at all or which occurred long before pennits were required.

The third requirement imposed by the Pennsylvania regulatory scheme is

the landowner consent form required by Section 502(b) of Act 97 as part

ItRI 90044
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of the app Lication requi.rerrents for pennits and licenses. 'This document

is required to be recorded in the Office of Recorder of Deeds and must

be on a form prepared and furnished by the Department. A copy of this

fonn has been appended to this Statement. (Appendix 6) It should be

noted that the final sentence expresses the Landccner ' 1: intent to bind

his "hai.rs , successors and assigns" and, if recorded as required, is

b:i.nding on subsequent landowners.

Interim Status. There are two types of hazardous waste management

facilities which are affected by the interim status provisions of Act 97

and the regulations 'adopted thereunder: (1) those disposal and treatment

facilities which were pennitted under the statute which was the pre

decessor of Act 97, and (2) those storage and treatment facilities which

had no pennits and needed none until the enactment of Act 97.

Because most h~ardous waste storage and treatment facilities were

required to obtain a pennit for the first time under Act 97, the legis

lature in §404(a) of Act 97 provided an "interim status" under which

such facilities could lawfully continue operating without a pennit until

final departmental act.Lon on their pennit applications. Section 404(a)

authorizes the continued operation of storage and treatment facilities

under the conditions set forth in that section. Section 404(a) states,

hcwever : "In no instance shall such person or municipality continue to

store or treat hazardous wastes without obt.airung a permi.t fran the

department wi.thin two years after the date of enactment hereof II

Similarly, Section 75.265(z)"(6) prohibits the operation of any storage

or treatment facility without a pennit after September 5, 1982. Section

75.265 of the regulations sets forth operating and other standards for

such interim status facilities.

A8190045
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Perrui.ts were required for all disposal facilities c1110 sore t rcat.

ment facilities under the predecessor statute, and continued operation

pursuant to these old perrni.ts is authorized by Section 1001 of Act 97

unless and untLl, such pennits are modified, amended, suspended, or

revoked. For these already-pennitted facilities, the RCRA permitting

process is a re-permitting which vrrll lead to revocation of the old

pennit at the t~e the new permit is denied or issued. Section 75.265

of the regulatims ccntains dnterdm status standards for previously

pennitted treatment and disposal facilities. Owners and operators of

previously permitted facilities must canply with these standards until

they obtain a pennit under Act 97. Section 75.264 establishes design

and operational standards for facilities that received hazardous waste

management pennits under Act 97. Section 75.212 clarifies the require

ments applicable to Lnterim status facilities.

Because Section 404(a) of the Act 97 and the Section 75.265(z)(6)

of the regulations indicate that hazardous waste treatment and storage

facilities carmot operate more than two years after the date of enact

ment of Act 97 without obtaining a pennit, EPA has asked Pennsylvania to

discuss the current legal status of existing hazardous waste management

facilities.

Previously Pennitted Facilities

The continued operation of treatment and disposal facilities which

~lready have pennits issued under Act 97's predecessor is clearly

authorized, since these old permits continue in effect until modified,

amended, or revoked. Because all existing pennits will ult~tely be

re-issued or denied, the Section 75.265 inter~ status standards apply

AR 190046,
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to such facilities until the repermitting process is complete. Section

75.264 standards apply to permittees after pei:mi.ts are issued under Act

97.

Any facility qualifying for interim status under the Carmonwealth' s

program would also qualify for Federal interim status. No disposal

facility may qualify for interim status unless it has a current solid

waste permit.

It should be emphasized that nothing in Act 97 or the regulations

establishes a deadline for the re-permitting of facilities which already

hold pennits issued under Act 97' s predecessor. The two-year deadline

in Section 404(a) of Act 97 and §75. 265 (z) (6) of the regulations applies

only to facilities which have not been pennitted under Act 97's predecessor.

DER v. William Fiore, et al., No. 3162 C.D. 1983 (Slip Gp. of Jml. 30,

1984 at 9-10).

Existing Unpermitted Facilities

The legal status of hazardous waste treatment and storage facilities

which previously have not been pennitted is a more difficult issue. The

question is whether these unpennitted facilities can remain in operation

after the expiration of the two-year deadline contained in Section 404(a)

of Act 97. The only litigation in which this issue has been raised is

the case of DER v. William Fiore, et al., No. 3162 C.D. 1983, (slip

opinion dated January 30, 1984, attached as Appendix 3 hereto). This

case was brought by a hazardous waste disposal facility operator whose

permit; had been suspended and who alleged that the Department's 'Ifailure"

to process all treatment and storage applications by the statutory

deadline entit led him to a preliminary inj unction enj oining the operation

of all unpennitted hazardous waste treatment and storage facilities in

ARl90047
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the Carrnonwea1th. The Court fcund that the plaintiff had no standing to

press any of his claims and dismissed the case for that reason. Hoeever ,

the Court noted that Section 404 of Act 97 recognizes that the hazardous

waste permit process cannot; be put in place to act upon applications

overnight. (App. 3, Slip op. at 3) The Court further noted that EPA

design standards which were to be pranulgated by April 21, 1978, were

not pranulgated untd.L July 26, 1982, over four years after the statutory

deadline. Permsylvania's design standards, in tum, were not published

untLl, September 4, 1982. The Court agreed with Pennsylvania's position

that the failure of EPA to meet its RCRA deadlines for pranu1gating

regulations made it inJpossib1e for Pennsylvania to adopt equivalent

regulations within the deadline prescribed in Act 97.

Because the legislative int.ent was to a11<M' such facilities to

operate for a limited time, and because events beyond the control of the

permittee and the Department made it inJpossib1e for such facilities to

obtain pennits within the statutory deadline, it is our opinion that

such facilities retain interim status despite the deadline, and that

the Courts would, therefore, al.Lo» the continued operation of such

facilities until final disposition of their permit applications. Con

tinued compliance with the interim status standards in Section 75.265 (z)

will assure the adequate protection of public health and the environment

during this time.

Further, anyone challenging the Department's refusal to close a

specific treatment or storage site would be thwarted by a well established

body of case 1a'W' holding that the exercise of ptosecutoria1 discretion

by a state agency is not judicially reviewable.

AR19004~
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Tennination of Interim Status

Interim status will be tenninated under §75.272(d) when the Depart

ment makes final adninistrative disposition of the permit application,

when the avner or operator fails to submit any part of the application

in a timely fashion, when the owner fails to canply with §75.265 (relating

to interim status standards), or when the facility poses a substantial

present or potential hazard to human health or the envirornnent. There

fore, the Department may tenninate a facility's interim status as part

of action on a permit application or as part of an enforcement action.

When tenninating interim status as part of a permit application action,

procedures set forth in §§75.280-282 will be followed. When interim

status is tenninated as part of an enforcement action, the tennination

will be incorporated into an appropriate administrative order, which is

appealable to the Environmental Hearing Board. Thus, any interim status

facility which violates the applicable regulations or causes a substantial

hazard is subj ect to loss of interim status.

For the foregoing reasons, the Commonwealth believes that existing

storage and treatment facilities which comply with the interim status

regulations and pursue their permit applications in good faith and on

schedule may continue to operate under Act 97. As permit decisions are

made in the near future and the number of interim status storage and

treatment facilities is gradually reduced to zero, this will, no longer

be an issue.

Changes in Operations during Interim Status

There is one difference between the Permsylvania and Federal

interim status regulations which should be noted. While Pennsylvania

has regulations equivalent to 40 C.F.R. §§270.70 and 270.71, concerning

ItRI90049
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interim status criteria, Pennsylvanin does not have a regulation equivalent

to 40 C.F.R. §270.72, which authorizes changes in the operation of a

facility during the interim status. Pennsylvania does not al.Loe a

facility with interim status to handle new types of hazardous waste,

increase its design capacity, or employ new processes for the treatment,

storage, or disposal of hazardous waste during interim status. The

absence of such a regulation makes the Pennsylvania program more stringent

than the Federal program.

C. Financial Responsibility. State statutes and regulations
establish financial responsibility requirements during facility operation
and all closure and post-closure activities to aSSlrre that money will be
available for closure and post-closure monitoring and maintenance which
are equivalent to and no less stringent than 40 C.F.R. 264 and 265.

[Federal Authority: RCRA §3004(6) (42 U.S.C. §6924(t)), 40 C.F.R. Part
264 Subpart H]. Sections 502(e) , 505 and 506 of Act 97; 25 Pa Code
§75. 301-336 , 75.264(p), 75.265(p).

Financial Responsibility

The financial responsibility regulations (25 Pa. Code §§75.30l

et seq.) implement §505 and §506 of Act 97 by establishing bonding

requirements and sudden andnon-sudden liability insurance requirements.

In accordance with Sections 75.311 and 75.331, the financial requirements

apply to all hazardous waste facilities which receive a permit or "are

being treated as having been issued a pennit. " This includes all interim

status facilities and is coextensive with the applicability of Sections

75.264 and 75.265. Proof of general public liability insurance is

required by §502(e).

The Iepartment1s regulations in accorclancewith §505 of Act 97,

allCM only-collateral and surety bonds They apply to all facility owner/

operator/permittees and allCM no self-bonding, trust funds or self-

insurance permitted under Federal regulations.

-20-
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also subjected to the bonding requirement because Act 97 expressly

includes federal facilities in its regulatory sch~, and Section 505 of

Act 97 does not exempt Federal facilities fran the bond requirement. The

insurance r'equi.rerrent.s , in contrast, (Section 506 of Act 97) al.Lowed

the Department to detennine necessary additional financial assurance.

The regulations expressly exempt fe<;leral and state facilities fran the

insurance requirements. (§75. 331) .

EPA has asked the Ccmnonwealth to demonstrate the equivalency of

the state's financial responsibility requirements with reference to

EPA's guidance document entitled "Equivalency of State Financial Responsi

bility Mechanisms." As suggested by EPA, an additional checklist responding

to the relevant portions of the guidance document is attached as Appendix

4 hereto.

Ccmnonwealth Authority to Manage Ftmds

The most noticeable difference between the federal and state

programs is the lack of a standby trust in the Carrnonwealth program.

The Commonwealth has the authority to collect, hold and disburse financial

assurance funds under Sections 505 (Bonds) and Section 701 (Solid Waste

Abatement Fund), and therefore does not need a standby trust fund as

used in the federal program. Section 75.328(b) further describes the

procedures for bond forfeiture, collection and deposit of funds in the

Solid Waste Abatement Fund.

The Corrmonwealth is authorized under §75.328(a) (2) and (3) and

Section 505(d) of Act 97 to forfeit bonds for, inter alia, failure to

properly conduct closure and post-closure activities. Under §75.328(b)

(3), (4) and (5) the Department can forfeit all bond amounts, collect

on the bond, deposit all money fran defaulted bonds in the Solid Waste

Abatement Fund, and under §70l of Act 97, disburse the arrounts netJfflf 900 5r
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for the Commonwealth to effectuate pr~)er closure and post-closure care.

Bond Liability Period

EPA has asked whether the ten-year period of bond liability after

final closure specified in Section 505 (a) of Act 97 would expire before

the RCRA 30-year post-closure care period. The liability period in

Section 505 (a) begins after the tennination of post-closure care. Section

75.323 of the financial responsibility regulations addresses and clarifies

the liability period. liability under bonds extends "for the 'duration

of the operation and closure of storage, treatment or disposal activities,

and for the duration of post closure care activities ... , and for 1 year

thereafter, except that water pollution liability shall continue for 10

full years after final closure." (§75.323 Period of liability). Final

closure is defined in Section 75.301 as "successful campletion of all

requirements for closure and post-closure care as required by §75.264(o)

(relating to new and existing hazardous waste management facilities

applying for a pennit)." The RCRA thirty year post-closure care perio~

begins when the facility ceases active operations. Under Section 505 (a)

of Act 97 and Section 75.323 of the regulations the bond liability

period continues throughout the post-closure care period. In addition

to this RCRA-mandated coverage, the Cannonwealth has provided bond

liability extending 1 year, and water pollution liability continuing for

10 years after the completion of post-closure activities.

Einancial Responsibility Forms and Instruments

EPA has questioned whether the financial responsibility forms are

binding and enforceable by the Department. Section 75.312 authorizes

the Depa.rtment to prescribe and furnish the forms for bond inst:nnnents,

copies of which are found in Appendix XXV to the program description

ARI90052
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together with all other guidelines, forms and specin~sdiscussedin

this part. The bond forms produced are as follows:

1. Form No. ER-9:JM-101 Collateral Bond for Hazardous Waste Facility
2. Form No. ER-SWM-102 Collateral Bond Endorsement - Additional Bond
3. Form No. ER-SWM-103 Collateral Bond Endorsement - Transfer of Pennit
4. Form No. ER-SWM-104 Collateral Bond Endorsement - Replacement Bond
5. Form No. ER-SWM-105 Col.Lat.eral. Bond Endorsement - Pre-existing liability
6. Form No. ER-SWM-106 Collateral Bond Endorsement - Partial Replacement Bond
7. Form No. ER-SWM-107 Assignment of Certificate of Deposit
8. Form No. ER-SWM-108 Schedule for Deposit of Collateral
9. Fonn No. ER-SWM-111 Surety Bond for Hazardous Waste Facility
10. Form No. ER-SWM-112 Surety Bond Endorsanent - Additional Bond
11. Form No. ER-SWM-1l3 Surety Bond Endorsement - Transfer of Pennit
12. Form No. ER-SWM-114 Surety Bond Endorsement - Replacement Bond
13. Form No. ER-SWM-115 Surety Bond Endorsement - Pre-Existing liability

Additionally, the Department has developed certain guideline forms

to assist operators in submitting collateral to satisfy collateral bond

requiranents. These guideline forms are as foLl.oes :

1. Form No. ER-SWM-109 Instructions for Submission of Certificates
of Deposit

2. Form No. ER-SWM-110 'Instructions for Submission of Negotiable
Goverrnnent Securities

Th~ Department has also developed a specimen for use by operators

and banks in developing a format for an irrevocable letter of credit

acceptable under the financial responsibility regulations.

In accordance with Sections 75.331 - 75.336 of the regulations,

dealing with insurance requirements for hazardous waste storage, treat-

ment and disposal facilities, the Department h~ developed two (2)

specimen forms. The forms are as follows:

1. Wording for Hazardous Waste Facility Certificate
of liability Insurance; and

2. Wording for Hazardous Waste Facility liability
Endorsement

The above forms mist be used by the applicant and nust be canp1ete1y

filled out in order to be approved by the Department. The collateral

bond instruments described above will be executed on behalf of the

AR19005~
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pennittee. The surety bond instruments described above will be executed

on behalf of the pennittee and the appropriate surety canpany, licensed

to do business in Pennsylvania. The insurance certificate and endorsement

described above will be executed by an authorized representative of the

insurer.

Procedures for Review of Instruments

_ Following execution, the above bond and insurance forms will be

reviewed according to established Commonwealth procedures. For surety

bond instruments, this includes a certification by the Pennsylvania

Department of Insurance that the subj ect surety canpany and its agent

are duly licensed in the Commonwealth to write fidelity and surety

insurance j that the bond does not exceed the ten percent (10%) limitation

as to capital and surplus of the surety, set forth in 40 P. S. §~32 j and

that the signatures on behalf of the surety and its agent appear to be

in the original. For all surety and collateral bond instruments, this

includes a review for legality and form by the Office of General Counsel

and the Office of the Attorney General or their designated representatives

within the ·Commonwealth. For the insurance certificate and endorsement,

this includes a review by the Depar~ent of Environmental Resources to

determine if the coverage provided satisfies the insurance coverage

required of the pennittee or permit applicant under the financial responsi

bility regulations (§75.334(c)). The bond and insurance instruments

rust be fully effective and have been approved by the Department prior

to construction or operation of the facility.

Interim status facilities must have submitted effective bond and

insurance instruments by September 9, 1985 to continue operations.

AR19005~
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The amount of the bond must equal the total estimated cost to the

Commonwealth of completing all applicable closure and post-closure require

m:nts in accordance with Section 505 of Act 97 and §75.318 of the regula

tions, including the factors listed in §75.3l8(b). The Department is

required under §75.3l1(d) to review the submitted bond within one year

and detennine whether to approve the bond or require deposit of addi

tional bond amounts under §75.321 (relating to bond amount adjustments).

The bond and insurance instn.nnents are binding on the parties executing

such instruments and are enforceable pursuant to, and with the same

force as, the financial responsibility regulations. No facility covered

by §75.264 or §75.265 may operate without fully effective b~d and

insurance instruments.

Surety Bonds

EPA has asked the Cornnonwealth to explain how the state's progrsm

satisfies the surety bond requirements of 40 C.F.R. §§264.143(c)(4) to

(7) and 264. 145(c) (4) to (7). These two federal regulations are identical

in content; §264.l43 provides surety bond requirements for closure bonds

and §264.145 provides such requirements for post-closure care bonds.

The Carnx:mwealth addresses all surety bonds together without regard to

whether they assure closure or post-closure care.

Condition 7 of the bond instrument provides the requirement of 40

C.F.R. §§264.143(c)(4)(i) and 264. 145(c) (4) (i), ~1ile §75.3l3(c) of the

:r:egulations provides for alternative financial assurance as specified in

§§264.143(c)(4)(ii) and 264. 145(c) (4) (ii). The bond instrument and

§75.313(f) of the regulations bind the surety by making the permittee

and surety individually and jointly liable for closure or post-closure

activities covered by the bond, ~ch satisfies §§264.143(c)(5) and

264. 145(c) (5). AHI 90055
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Sections 264. 143 (c) (6) and 264. 145 (c) (6) require the penal sum of

the bond to be in an ammmt at least equal to the current closure cost

or post-closure cost estimate. The Commonwealth requires the penal sum

to equal the cost to the Carrnonwealth of perfonning closure and post-

closure activities in place of the permittee and therefore exceeds the
-

cost of closure and post-closure activities if performed by the permittee.

(§75.3l9(a).

Section 75.3l8(b) states that the bond amount "shall be based on"

certain cost factors. EPA has asked whether this tenninology al.Lows the

bond amount to be less than the sum of the listed costs of closure and

post-closure care. In context, it is apparent that the bond amount

being "based on" certain listed costs must at least equal the total

costs because it must also satisfy the requirement that the bond amount

be sufficient for the Commonwealth to complete final closure (closure

and post-closure care). Therefore all operating facilities are required

to have bonds in effect by September 9, 1985, in an amount; at least equal

to the cost estimate for closure and post-closure care. The Department

will cause bond amounts to be adjusted within one year, or if additional

costs are proj ected due to any of the factors listed in §75. 321. (he of

the factors in §75. 321 (relating to bond ammmt adjustments) is that the

bond requires an additional amount; as determined in 75. 318 (b) .

In Section 75.3l9(c) a permittee must "revise the cost estimate

:-menever a change in the closure plan or in the measures necessary to

prevent adverse effects upon the envirornnent increases the cost." EPA

has asked the Commonwealth to clarify that a change in the post-closure

plan requires a change in the cost estimate.

Section 75.3l9(a) clearly states that the permittee n~t prepare

an estimate "of the cost of closing the facility and providing post-cA1l1~0056
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care ... and taking necessary measures before, during and after closure

to prevent adverse effects upon the environment. I' There is no question,

therefore, that the estimate includes post closure care, which is required

tmder §§75.264(0) (16) and 75.265(0)(15) to be incorporated in an approved

post-closure plan. While §75.3l9(c) does not expressly state that changes

in the post-closure plan must result in changes in the cost-estimate,

the post-closure care actiVities are certainly "measures necessary to

prevent adverse impacts upon the environment" and are therefore included.

It is the Department's intention to clarify the inclusion of post-closure

plan changes as a basis for requiring cost-estimate revisions in the

next group of arrenchnents to Subchapter E of the regulations.

Sections 264. 143(c) (7) and 264. 145(c) (7) require that the owner or

operator must adjust the penal sum of the bond within 60 days of an

increase in the current closure or post-closure cost estimate or obtain

alternate financial assurance to cover the increase. Section 75.322 of

the Commonwealth's regulations require the owner or operator to post

additional bond within 60 days of a request by the Department. The

Department has agreed to include language in its MEmorandum of Agreement

with EPA that it will make requests for bond increases in accordance

with its authority in §75.321 (a) and make a decision upon the facility's

compliance with the request within 60 days of the change in cost estimate.

Terminology

EPA has apked whether facilities "being treated as having been

issued a permit" (§75.3ll(a), §75.33l(a)) include interim status facilities

and whether the owners or operators of such facilities are "permittees"

for the purposes of the financial responsibility requirements. The

answer to both questions is yes. Interim status facilities are precisely

those facilities which are "being treated as having been issued a permit"
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unt i.l, action is taken upon their permit; applications, pursuant to Section

404(a) of Act 97 and 25 Pa. Code §75.272.

Under Act 97 and the implementing regulations the "permittee" of a

facility is the owner and/or operator. lhe Commonwealth may require

both owner and operator to apply for the facility pennit tmder 25 Pa.

Code §75.270 (relating to the hazardous waste pennit program). Therefore,

"pennittee" and "owner or operator" are synonanous in the state program..

Closure Certification

EPA has asked for clari;Eication of the import of §75.326(c) which

states that "[c ]losure certification shall not take effect unt.LL 1 year

after receipt of the Department's determination. II The maj or purpose of

this provision is to assure insurance coverage for one year after a

determination has been made to issue a closure certification. Section

75.333 (relating to period of coverage) requires continuous insurance

coverage "tmtil the effective' date of closure certification."

The one year waiting period before closure certification becomes

effective provides a period during which the public is fully protected

to discover defects in the closure or adverse environmental impacts.

After the effective date, the Department may, by affirmative action,

require an extension of insurance coverage under §75. 333 (b) .

EPA has also asked for a clarification of the purpose of §75.326(d)

which states:

[t]he closure certification shall not constitute a
waiver or release of bond liability or other
liability existirlg in lffiv for adverse environmental
conditia1s or conditions of noncompliw1ce existing
at the time of the notice or which might occur at
a future time, for which the permittee shall remain
liable.

The purpose of this provision is to preclude the use of a closure

certification as a defense to an action to enforce liability, bcA<R-rt9 0058
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or regulatory requirements. The Department is not estopped fran pursuing

an action to obtain canpliance or to abate environmental harm whether

or not the conditions or noncanpliance existed at the time of certification

or developed later. Closure certification does not autanmtically release

bond liability; a request for release of bond must be made in accordance

with §75.325 (relatir~ to bond release).

Liability Coverage

Section 75.329(d) of the state's financial responsibility regulations

tracks the language of 40 C.F.R. 264.l48(b) and requires the owner or

operator to establish other liability coverage within 60 days in the

event of the insurer's bankruptcy or suspension or revocation of its

authority to act as insurer.

Bond Forfeiture

EPA has asked the Carmonwealth to discuss 25 Pa. Code §75.3l2(c)

which provides that bonds "shall be ... conditioned upon the faithful

perfonnance" of the requirements of vari.ous acts, regulations, permits

and orders. The question focuses upon the effect upon the bond of such

a violation.

The Department has authority under Act 97, Section 505 (d) to forfeit

a bond "if the operator abandons the operation of a ... hazardous waste

storage, treatment or disposal facility for which a pennit is required ...

or if the pennittee fails or refuses to comply with the requirements of

thi,s act in any respect for which liability has been charged on the bond."

The Department's regulations interpret this authority to include relevant

environmental statutes, and the regulations, pennits and orders issued

thereunder. Thus, there is broad authority for the Department to declare

the bond forfeit for violations related to proper closure or post-closure

care of the facility or any other respect "for which liability has A41n19 0059
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charged on the bond." Thus if the Department; forfeited a bond it would

have to be for a violation relevant to the bonded liability.

In practice the Department will not forfeit a bond if the facility

does not have to be closed as a result of the violation. The bonds are

site-specific, so a forfeiture could only occur for violation at the

bonded facility site. If the facility is ordered to close and the

pennittee does not proceed to undertake his closure and post-closure

care responsibilities, then the bond will be forfeited, the amount

collected and put into the Solid Waste Abatement Fund, and the proceeds

applied to proper closure and post-closure care. The Cannonwealth

oversees the activities if the bond is forfeited.

If the facility need not close the Cannonwealth will keep the bond

intact and proceed with civil penalties or other appropriate enforcement

action. In the event that the Carrnonwealth did forfeit a bond, but allowed

continued operation, the Department would demand, and the pennittee must

supply, additional alternative financial assurance. §§75.3ll, 75.32l(a)(4)

and 75.322.

Reissuance of Permits

EPA has asked the Cannonwealth to explain "reissuance of pennits"

as used in §75.3l7 of the regulations, ll1 light of the fact that pennits

are not transferable. Pennits are not transferable, as stated in

§75.270(g). However, in situations Where one corporate entity replaces

another without changes in the facility, the Department may reissue the

pennit in the name of the new corporation. The purpose of §75.317 is

simply to state that the new pennittee mist submit a new bond assuming

all liability and that any securities used. to guarantee the bond mist;

have been expressly assigned to the new corporation by the former AR I 90060
corporation.
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Cost Estimate to be Kept at Facility

Sections 75.265(p)(2) and 75.265(p) (5) require that the latest cost

estimates for closure and post-closure care must be kept at the facility.

Period of Liability-Interim Status Facilities

EPA has asked the Ccrrmonweal.th to clarify the period of liability for

interim status facilities. The period of liability is the same for interim

status facilities as for any other facility. Section 75.323 (relating to

period of liability) applies to "bonds posted for a hazardous waste

storage, treatment or disposal facility", and therefore includes interim

status facilities. As stated in §75.323, the period of liability is

defined by the duration of activities specified in §75.264(0) (relating

to closure and post-closure).

Surety BOtmd to Conditions in Regulations

EPA has asked hOW' the Cannonwealth assures that the conditions for

cancellation of surety bonds found in 25 Pa. Code §75.3l3(c) are binding- --
on the surety canpany. The bond fonns include a statement that surety

canpanies must abide by the "rules and regulations pranulgated under the

Act" which includes conditions in §75.313(c).

Pennit Modification or Revocation for Failure to Cauply with Financial
Responsibility Requirements

EPA has asked the Carrnonwealth to explain the applicability of 25

Pa. Code §73. 278(0) (5), which allows permit modification or revocation and

reissuance in the event of failure to comply with financial responsibility

t:equirements. The authority in §73.278(a) (5) would be used in factual

situations in which the facility failed to obtain insurance or bonds to

cover all of the facility described in the existing permit, but had met

the financial responsi.bility requirements for a portion of the facility.

The Department has authority to modify the permit to reflect the facility

that is under pennit with proper financial assurance given, or c1~ I 9006 I
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revoke and reissue the permit to cover only those facilities ~1ich continue

to be covered by proper financial insurance to assure closure and post-

closure care.

V. REQUIREMENTS FOR PERMITS

State statutes and regulations provide requirements for pennits as
indicated in Checklist V.

[Federal Authority: RCRA §3005 (42 U.S.C. 6925); RCRA §7004 (42 U.S.C.
6974); 40 C.F.R. 271.13 and .14)

Administrative Code of 1929, Act of April 9, 1929 (P.L. 177), as
amended, §192l-A, 71 P.S. §5l0-2l.

Administrative Agency law, Act of November 25, 1970 (P. L. 707), as
amended, §§504-506, 2 Pa. C.S. 504-506.

Sections 104, 105, 401, 403, 501, 502, 503, 504 and 610 of Act 97.

25 Pa. Code §§75.264, 75.265(z) and 75.270-280, 25 Pa. Code Chapter 21.

Remarks: Act 97, like RCRA, requires pennits for the operation of

hazardous waste treatment, storage and disposal facilities. These

requirements are. set forth in Sections 401 and 501 of Act 97 and under-

scored in Sections 403 and 610, where operation in violation of a permit

is declared to be unlawful. Section 610 (2) makes it clear that the

pennit mist be obtained before construction of the facility. According

to the provisions of Section 502 (a) , and 25 Pa. Code §75.273(d), the

pennit applications must; be on forms provided by the Department and mist

be accanpanied by such plans, designs and relevant data as the department

~y require. These forms, which have been included with the application

for authorization as Appendix XV, demonstrate that the department's

forms require all the information which is required to be submitted

under Federal regulations. Failure to sutmit the application Informa

tion represents a failure to canply'with §§75.280(b) and (d), and

ARI90062
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75.265 (z) (11) of the regulations and will result in return. of the

application or denial of the pennit.

The TSD Application Checklist, expressly required as part of the

Part B application, (§75.265(z) (11) (i)) must be included and properly

canpleted, supplying the same infonnation required in the federal

program under 40 C.F.R. §§270.15-270.21. Failure to supply any or all of

the infonnation required by the TSD application checklist could result

in enfcrcement, pennit denial, or termination of interim status j i.e., the

same consequences that would occur under the federal program for failure

to have a timely, accurate, and canplete Part B pennit application.

Incorporation of Regulations as Pennit Conditions

(he aspect of the Permsylvania pennit program which is more stringent

than the Federal scheme is the unavailability of the state pennit as a

shield to prosecution for violations of Act 97 or the regulations. In

the preamble to the May 19, 1980, regulations (45 Fed. Reg. 98, p.

33311-33312), EPA presented 40 C.F.R. Part 122.13(a) as a means of

assuring pennittees that all their obligations would be set forth in one

docunent (the pennit) and that canpliance with the pennit would guarantee

inmmity fran enforcement for anything but an imninent hazard suit under

Section 7003 of RCRA.

The Carmonwealth cannot adopt this system for several reasons.

First, Act 97 does not vest sole enforcement autho~ity in the Department.

Section 604 of Act 97 gives rmmicipal solicitors and COtIDty district

attorneys the authority to sue to enj oin violations of the act and tihe

regulations, as well as pennit violations. Moreover, like many states,

Pennsylvania has vested criminal enforcement powers in COtIDty district

attorneys whose rights cannot; be abrogated by Department regulation.

ARI90063
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Second, Sections 40l(a) and 403 (b) (9) of Act 97 nBke regulated

entities responsible for complying with regulations and orders, as well

as permi.ts , This approach is repeated in Sections 605 (civil penalties)

and 606 (cr:i.m:inal penalties), where violations of the statute, the

regulations, pennits and orders are all made grounds for enforcement

actions. There is no statutory b.asis for curtailing the rights of

municipal prosecutors or for relieving pennittees fram the responsi

bility of acquainting themselves with the statute and regulations and

complying with them as well as with the pennit. In fact, the inability

or unwillingness of a pennit applicant or pennittee to comply with the

statute and regulations, as well as the pennit provisions, whether fram

ignorance or by willful violation, is grounds for denial or revocation

of the pennit under Section 503(c) of the Act. See Swatara Contractors,

Inc. v. DER, 1982 EHB 75; Plymouth Equipment Co., Inc. v. DER, 1976 EHB

259.

EPA has expressed concern that certain standards set forth in

§75.264 will be unenforceable unless they are converted into site

specific pennit conditions. nus concern has been addressed, since the

Department includes as permit conditions numerous site-specific .standards

in order .to implement the §75. 264 regulations. Any of the standards in

§75.264 which are not self-implementing and require site-specific

application are translated into permit conditions in the permit issued

by the Department for operation, closure or post-closure care of a facility.

The Department is authorized by Section 104(7) of Act 97 and §75.275(a)

of the regulations to insert such pennit conditions as appropriate to

implement the statute and the regulations. Further, the Department

complies with 40 C.F.R. §27l.l3(c), which states that all pennits issued

by the state must require compliance with hazardous waste management AR I 90064
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facility st.andards , by inserting in each pennit a condition which.

requires compliance with the statute and the regulations promulgated
.

thereunder. Thus, every pennit issued by the Department; requires the

permittee to comply with all applicable regulations in Subpart D of

Chapter 75. Consequently, Pennsylvania's system is equivalent to the

federal scheme in that all state standards equivalent to 40 C.F.R. Part

264 are either incorporated into the permit by virtue of site-specific

pennit conditions or are incorporated by reference through a permit

condition requiring compliance with applicable DER regulations. The

standard conditions for pennits have been promulgated as regulations in

§75.275.

Transfer of Permits

EPA has questioned whether Pennsylvania has a regulation equival.ent :

to 40 C.F.R. §270.40 concerning the transfer of a permit to a new owner

or operator. Section 75.270(d) of the Department's regulations expressly

prohibit transfer or assigrnnent of permits. Each permi.t :issued by the

Department contains an express pennit condition stating that the pennit

is non-transferable. My person who would like to becane the new owne'r

or operator of an existing facility must seek the issuance of a new

pennit in its name. The public notice and ccmnent procedures affecting

the issuance of any new permit or permit modification would likewise

apply to a permit issued to a new owner or operator.

l;lnergency Pennits

It should be noted that §75.275(b)(1) of Pennsylvania's regulations

whicl1 corresponds to 40 C.F.R. §270.30(a), deletes the reference to an

"emergency pennit" which is contained in the federal regulations. Act

97 does not directly address the issuance of emergency pennits which AR I 90065
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circumvent the normal permitting process. Section 75.27l(b) of the

regulations, however, allows the Department to temporarily waive the

permit requirement for activities taken as an immediate response to a

discharge or threat of discharge of hazardous waste; as soon as the

imnediate response is over, the full permit application requirements are

applicable. The Department I s program is more stringent than the

federal program insofar as it does not issue "emergency permits"; but

similarly al.Lcws for emergency response.

Permit Modification

EPA has questioned whether the Department has regulations con-

cerning permit modification procedures ~1ich are equivalent to 40 C.F.R.

§270.41. The Department I s authority to modify or revoke permits is

broader than that required by Federal regulations. Sections 503 (c) and

(e) of Act 97 establish certain statutory grounds tinder which a permit

may be modified, suspended, or revoked. Section 503 (c) of Act 97 authorizes

the Department to modify, suspend, or revoke a permit for the failure of

the permittee or the· applicant to canply with any provision of Act 97 or

other federal or ~tate laws relating to environmental or public health,

any rule or regulation, order, or permit condition, as indicated by past

or continuing violations. Section 503(e) also authorizes the Department

to revoke or suspend a permit where the facility (1) .i.s , or has been,

conducted in violation of the Act or the rules and regulations adopted

thereunder; (2) is creating a public nuisance; (3) is creating a potential

hazard to public health, safety and welfare; (4) is adversely affecting

the environment; (5) is being operated in violation of any tenn or

condition of the permit; or (6) is operated pursuant to a permit no~

granted in accordance with law. In addition, §75.265(z)(25) of the

regulations authorizes the Department to modify a permit whenever it
. AS 190066
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determines there is a need to further protect the public health or the

envirorunent .

There is no analogue in the federal regulations to the state's

authority under Act 97 to "suspend" a permit as an enforcement measure.

Actions on permits are limited to maj or and minor nridifications, revocation

and reissuance and termination under 40 C.F.R. 270.41 - 270.43. The Camrnon-

. wealth implements the Act 97 authority to suspend permits only with

regard to non-hazardous municipal and residual waste, which is also

covered by Act 97. Consequently no implementing regulations have been

pronu'lgated with respect to suspension of hazardous waste pennits. The

only reference to suspension of pennits in the regulations is at §15. 322

(relating to failure to maintain adequate bond), which states that appro-

priate actions may be taken "including suspending or revoking permits."

The reference to "suspension" is of no effect.

Because of the Department's broader authority under Act 97, the

Department's regulations concerning modification, revocation, and re-

vocation and reissuance of permits differ in several respects fram 40

C.F .R. §270.41. The Department has adopted two new sections which

clarify the causes for pennit modification or revocation and reissuance,

§75.278 and §75.279. The Department has not included a regulatory

equivalent to §270. 41 (a) (1), which allows a pennit modification if there

are substantial and material alterations to the facility after the

permit has been Lssued. Section 75.265 (z) (24) of the Department's

regulations prohibits any modification to the design or operation of a

facility unless the pennittee first obtains a permit arnendl~t. The

only alterations which the Depa.rt:rrent may approve without a permit

modification are minor design and operation changes described in Section

75 .278(c) which have been approved by the Department in writing. (See,

also, §75.265(z)(23)). ARI90067
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EPA regulations, at 40 C.F.R. §270.4l(a) (3), provide that a pennit

may be modified upon pranulgation of new regulations only if the per

mittee requests such modification. New regulations pranulgated in

Pennsy1vania are effective with or without the pennittee' s consent. The

self-executing nature of regulations adopted under Act 97 (see pp. 23

25) makes it unnecessary for the Department to modify pennits in order

to incorporate new regulatory requirements. .' The Act clearly intends the

regulations to be enforceable independent of inclusion in a pennit

condition. §§ 4Ol(a); 403 (b) (9) and 610(2), (4), (6) and (9). Further

more the Statutory Construction Act of 1972, 1 Pa. C.S. §1937(a) states

that a reference in a statute to a regulation includes all amendments

and supplements to that regulation and any new regulation substituted

for a fonner regulation. New regulations are binding on regulated

persons on their effective date and would supercede any clearly inconsistent

permit; conditions. While the Department is not obliged to modify

pennits in order to implement duly pranulgated, regulations, the Depart-

ment will, where appropriate to resolve apparent conflicts between

pennit conditions and new regulations, or where site-specific appli-

cations are appropriate, modify pennits to reflect new regulations, in

accordance with authority in Section 503 of the Act and §75. 278(a) (3) of

the regulations ..

In sum, DER's authority to modify. a pennit under Section 503

dncIudes all of the grounds set forth in 40 C.F.R. §270.4l, as well as

other .reasons not expressed in the federal regulations.

Public Infonnation

EPA has asked whether, under Pennsylvania's program, the names and

addresses of pennit applicants and pennittees will be a matter of public

ARI90068
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record. Section S02(c) of Act 97 requires, as a eeneral rule, that all

portions of a hazardous waste facility permit application be available

to the public. The only exceptions to this rule are items which, if

made public, would divulge production or sales figures or methods ,

processes or production unique to the applicant, or would otherwise harm

his competitive position by revealing trade secrets. The applicant's

name and address do not fall within the exception. Furthennore, the

Department has previously interpreted Permsylvania's Right-to-Know law,

Act of June 21, 1957, P.L. 390, as amended, 65 P.S. §§66.l et seq. as

requiring that pennittee' s name and addresses be provided to the public

upon request. (Appendix 5)

Administrative Appeals

EPA has requested that Pennsylvania discuss the applicable appeal

procedures following the modification, revocation and reissuance, or

revocation of a permit. Pennsylvania's administrative procedures are

sanewhat different fran the Federal procedures, but the same objectives

are achieved by the Carnmonwealth's procedures as are achieved by the

Federal requirements. First, it should be pointed out that in Pennsyl-

vania, the only entity empowered to hold adjudicatory hearings regarding

department permit actions and authorized to issue adjudications which

can subsequently be subjected to judicial review is the Environmental

Hearing Board (hereinafter referred to as "EHB"). This quasi-judicial

tribunal of three members was created by the same 1970 statute which

created the Department, and its powers and duties are set forth in

Section 1921-A of the Administrative Code (71 P. S. 510-21). The EHB is

independent of the J?epartment; its members are appointed by the Governor

and confinned by the legis lature, and its staff and expenses are funded

AR 19006':9
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by legislative appropriation as part of DER's budget, with Board rrembers "

salaries set by statute and action of the Executive Board of the Carrnon

wealth.

The EHB procedures are detennined partly· by the mandates of the

Aclministrative Agency Law, which requires notice of, and opporttmity

for, a hearing on the record (2 Pa. C.S.A. §504) , opportunfty to introduce

evidence and cross-examine witnesses (2 Pa. C.S.A. §505) and opporttmity

to submit briefs and make oral arguments (2 Pa. C.S.A. §506) before

adjudications of agency actions may becore final. The EHB also follows

the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure and its own regulations (25

Pa. Code Chapter 21). Hearings before the EHB are adversary proceedings

similar to trials, in that pre-hearing discovery is all-owed, witnesses

testify under oath, a stenographic transcript is made and the hearings

are presided over by an EHB member or a hearing examiner appointed by

the Board. Parties are usually represented by lawyers, but pro se

appeals are also allowed. See, e.g. Deake Porter v. DER, 1975 EHB 230,

73 D. &. C. 2d 185 (1975). Appeal of EHB adjudications is to Carrnon

wealth Court, which is Pennsylvania's intennediate appellate court.

Hemorandum of Agreement

EPA has asked whether the Department is authorized to enter into a

cooperative agreement with EPA to establish procedures for the efficient

administration of the hazardous waste management program. No applicable

'statute requires that the Department must adopt such procedures as

regulations in order to bind itself to them. The Department is em

powered by Sections 104(2), 104(7), 104(9) and 104 (13) of Act 97 to

cooperate with Federal agencies and may enter into a Memorandum of

Agreement in furtherance of that mandate.
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In particular, the Department is authorized to conduct all necessary

procedures relating to the pennit program which are listed in Checklist

V. (Appendix XIII of the application). These procedures include the

reporting of noncanpliance to EPA and administrative investigation and

hearings on pennit applications and modifications.

In the appeal of Coolspring Township, et al., EHB Docket No. 81

l34-G (adjudication filed August 8, 1983), the appellant municipality

claimed that the Th=part:ment's active gathering of data prior to its
.

grant of a permit for a sewage sludge disposal facility constituted a

type of conflict of interest. In rejecting this claim, the EHB stated

at page 18 of its adj udication :

"In reviewing permit applications, it obviously
is desirable that DERrnake its own independent
check of the data funri.shed by the applicant,
and DER1 s power to do so was granted by the
Legislature in 35 P.S. §60l8.l04(13). The~efore

the Township's criticisms of DER for having gathered
data used to evaluate the application are rejected
as unsound. Under 35 P.S. §60l8.l04(13) it was DER's
dut to do whatever it deemed necessa to arantee
t at its eva uation 0 t e ermit a ication was
ase on accurate tao Ernp asa,s a

Thus, Section 104(13) has been held to represent authority for those

means (hearings, site visits, geological or laboratory tests, solici-

-t.ati.ons of public cooment) which the Department chooses to use in

evaluating permit applications.

With respect to the Department's right to hold non-adjudicatory

hearings, the case law is quite clear. After the creation of the EHB,

the question arose as.to whether its assumption of responsibility for

adjudicatory hearings also transferred to the EHB both the Departrnent l s

entire authority to hold any hearings at all, and certain decision

making powers as well. This issue was settled in Pennzoil et al. v. DER,

3 EHB 252 (1974), where the EHB stated:

-41-
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"It fol.Lcws that the department, in performing
the duties of the former Oil and Gas Conservation
Carrnission rna act with or without hearin , as it
chooses - spec~ ica y, it is not require to 0 d
a hearing prior to issuing a spacing order. The
hearing on appeal, before this board would then be
the hearing that would satisfy the hearing require
ments of the Oil and Gas Conservation Act, supra."
[Emphasis added]

3 EHB 254

The Department's practice in the solid waste management permit program

has, in fact, been to hold non-adjudicatory hearings upon request before

final agency action is taken on a permit application.

Under Section 104 of Act 97, therefore, the Department may ImpLe

ment all of the EPA permit procedures set forth in Checklist V and the

Memorandum of Agreement ("MOA' '). The Department may hold non-adj udicatory

hearings according to EPA hearing procedures. It should be noted,

however, that the Department's performance of EPA hearing procedures

does not accomplish the same legal result under the state administrative

system as under the Federal system. As pointed out above, the Department

is not authorized to hold adjudicatory hearings or issue adjudications.

Except for the permit itself (which normally incorporates the entire

permit application), the Department can build no record or administra-

tive docket which can be, judicially reviewed. The record which goes up

on appeal 'to Commonwealth Court is the record established before the

EHB, not the Department. Public hearings held by the Department, may

~ccamplish the goals of assisting the Department in a thorough evaluation

of a pennit application and in keeping citizens Lnformed of the progress

of permit applications, but these procedures cannot give citizens an

opportunity to be part of a judicially reviewable administrative record.

Only an appeal to the EHB can give aggrieved citizens their day in

court.

ARI9007
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VI. rnSPECrICNS

State law provides authority for officers engaged in compliance
evaluation activities to enter any conveyance, vehicle, facility or
premises sub] ect to regul.atLon or in which records relevant to program
operation are kept in order to inspect, monitor, or otherwise investigate
compliance with the state program including compliance with permit terms
and conditions and other program requirements. (States whose law requires
a search warrant prior to entry conform to this requirement).

[Federal Authority: RCRA §3007 (42 U.S.C. 6927),40 C.F.R. 271.15]

Sections 104(7), 502(b) , 608, 609, 610(7) and 614 of Act 97.

Remarks : Regulation of the solid waste industry in Pennsylvania is

pervasive, and Act 97 contains a m.nnber of references to the broad

rights of law enforcement agencies to inspect, monitor, or otherwise

investigate to determine compliance with Act 97, the regulations, permit

terms and conditions, and other program requirements. Sections 104(7)

of the Act specifies that the Department I s duties are to "conduct

inspections and abate public nuisances to ,implement the purposes and

provisions of this act and the rules, regulations and standards adopted

. pursuant to this act." In addition, Section 608(3) authorizes warrantless

searches by the department, its agents and employees in order to inspect

books and papers, dociments , and other physical evidence, to require the

production of records and reports, and to make any investigation including

the taking of samples, or inspection, necessary to ascertain the compliance

or noncompliance by- any person or municipality with the statute or the

regulations prorrulgated theretmder.

Section 609 of Act 97 authorizes the issuance of a search warrant

based upon either traditional or achninistrative probable cause. The

warrant may, according to Section 609, issue for the purpose of inspecting

any property, building, place, book, record, or other physical evidence,

and for conducting tests or taking samples. Section 610(7) make4\fl:1·9 0073
~..

unlawful to "refuse, hinder, obstruct, delay or threaten any agency or
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employee of the department in the course of the performance of any duty

under this act, including, but not limited to, entry and inspection

under any circumstances."

In addition to the above statutory provisions, each permit; applicant

is required to sign a landowner consent form which authorizes the Department

and its agents to enter upon the facility site during the hazardous waste

activity and for twenty years after final closure for inspection, po11u-

tion abatement, and pollution prevention. Further, each hazardous waste
.

pennit contains a condition providing access to the Department and its

agents for the purpose of making such investigations and inspections as

may be necessary to detennine compliance with Act 97, the regulations

pranulgated thereunder, and the conditions of the pennit §75. 275(b) (9);

Inspection of any facility equipment is explicitly authorized in the

pennit condition. Finally, Section 614 requires that any vehicle, .

equipment, or conveyance used for the transportation or disposal of

hazardous waste in the carmission of any crime under Act 97 (any violation .

of the act, or of department regulations, orders or pennits) be seized

and forfeited as contraband to the Department. Obviously, seizure by

law enforcement authorities would be impossible without inspection, and

the right to stop and search is an assumption which underlies this

provision. In sum, the Department has authority to inspect all vehicles

and equipment subj ect to regulation under the Act. The general police

p'~er authority of the Carrnonwea1th canbined with the search authority

in Sections 608 and 609 of Act 97 provide canprehensive authority that

extends to the limits of constitutional protections. The Department has

authority to enter a facility in order to examine records, monitor, sample

or test hazardous waste i ascertain compliance with regulations and permit;

ARI90oi4
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conditions j and for other purposes set forth in the statute, regulations

and permit.

For purposes of this Statement, the constitutional constraints on

warrantless search do not affect the basic issue of equivalence to the

Federal program. The federal program requirements for authorization

clearly cannot; exceed l:i.mitations placed by current Fourth Amendment

law. Therefore, to the extent that Section 608 might be found to be

overly broad, it extends to the l:i.mits of constitutional restraints

that constrain st.at.e and federal government alike. In the event that

warrantless searches were invalidated, Permsylvania would still have two

mechanisms to fall back on. One is the search warrant mechanism authorized

in Section 609 of the Act. The other is the Landconer consent form

required in Section 502(b) as a prerequisite to issuance of a permit.

(See Appendix 6) This form at the very least would be evidence that the

Landowner , in retum for the privilege of profiting fran hazardous waste

management activitiescm his land, had waived-his right to bar entry to

Department inspectors. The docunent itself is contractual in nature.

It is captioned "Contractual Consent of Landooner' and avers on the

first page that it does not convey any CMrlership interest in the land.

What it does convey to the Department is the right to enter for the

purposes of inspection and for the purpose of conducting such pollution

abatement or 'pollution prevention activities as are required under the

Act, the regulations or the permit.

VII. ENFORCE11ENT REMEDIES

state statutes and regulations provide the follOOng:

A. Authority to restrain inrnediately by order or by suit in State
court any person fran engaging in any tmauthorized activity which is
endangering or causing damage to public health or the environment.
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[Federal Authority: RC1ZA §3006 (42 U.S.C. 6926); 40 C.l~.R. 271. 16(a) (1)]

Sections 104(7) ffild (10), 601, 602, 603, 604 and 610 of Act 97.

Remarks: lhe order powers of the Department are addressed in Sections

,104(7) and 602 of Act 97. Section 602(a) states that such orders may

include, but shall, not be limited' to, orders modifying, suspending or

revoking pennits and orders requiring any person to cease "unlawful

activities" or operations of a solid waste facility which is in violation

of any provision of the act, or the department's regulations, orders or

pennits . Section 602 (b) authorizes department orders des igned to

"prevent pollution and public nuisances "where the department finds that the

storage, collection, transportation, processing, treatment or disposal

of solid waste is causing pollution or creating a public nuisance.

Finally" Section 604(d) gives the Department the authority to give oral

orders, as well as written orders, to suspend or modify hazardous waste

treatment or disposal activities when it determines that continued

operation will jeopardize public health, safety or welfare.

Section 602(a) authorizes the Department to issue an order re

straining violations of regul.at.Lons , pennit conditions, or Act 97 by a

generator, transporter, or other person managing hazardous waste,

'whether or not it is endangering or causing damage to public health or

the envirornnent. Section 602(b) adds that storage, transportation,

treatment and disposal activities can be addressed by order whenever

~hey constitute a public nuisance even if there is otherwise no apparent

violation. Furthermore, because Section 601 declares all violations of

statutory, regulatory and pennit requirements to be nuisances per se,

Section 602(b) authorizes orders enforcing any regulatory requirement

applicable to storage, transportation, treatment or disposal activities

ARI90076
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by generators, transporters and other persons and municipalities,

regardless of Whether they are alleged to endanger or cause damage to

public health or the environment.

If there were other unauthorized activities arguably not within the

ambit of Section 602, they could be addressed by a suit to restrain the

maintenance or threat of a public nuisance under Section 604, discussed

infra at B. The maj or difference between the State order pavers and

40 C.F.R. 27l.l6(a)(1) is that the latter specifies that the violation

endanger or cause damage to public health or the environrrent. Act 97

does not require this shaving or allegation; the mere fact that an

activity violates the statute, regulations or permit is enough to

justify enforcerrent action by order or by lawsuit.

B. Authority to sue in courts of competent jurisdiction to enj oin
any threatened or continuing violation of any program requirement,
including permit conditions, without the necessity of a prior revocation
of the permit.

[Federal Authority: RCRA §3006 (42 U.S.C. 6926); 40 C.F.R. 271. 16 (a) (2)]

Sections 104(10), 601, 604 and 610 of Act 97.

Remarks:' Section 601 of Act 97 contains a statutory declaration of

nuisance for any violation of a provision of the Act, state regulations,

orders or permit conditions. All violators covered by this provision

are explicitly liable for costs of abatement caused by that violation

and are also subject to any traditional cornmon-law remedy applicable to

public nuisances.

Section 604 authorizes the Commonwealth to institute equity suits

for injunctions to restrain violations of the act, or the regulations,

standards and orders issued thereunder, and to restrain a nuisance

or threat of a public nuisance. The nuisance or threat of nuisance

ItRI9DD77
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addressed in Section 601 would include any violation or threatened

violation of any program requirement, whether contained in pennit

conditions. regulations, orders or statutory provisions. <he of the

statutory,provisions relevant to this issue is Section 610 (9) • which

declares it unlawful to "cause or assist in the violation of' any

provision of the act, the regulations. orders or permit conditions.

Act 97 clearly authorizes suits to enj oin such violations without

necessitating prior permit revocation. <he basis for this conclusion is

Section 604(b) wherein municipal solicitors and county district attorneys

are authorized to sue to enj oin violations of permit conditions. even

though they themselves have no authority to revoke permits and might

therefore be forced to sue a facility whose permit was still in effect.

Moreover, Section 604(c) of Act 97 describes the penalties and enforcement

remedies imposed under the act as "concurrent" and declares that the

existence of one remedy (e. g.. pennit revocation) does not prevent the

Department fran exercising any other remedy, at law or in equity (e.g.,

suits for inj unctions) . The cumulative nature of remedies provided in

Act 97 is also emphasized by the phrase "In addition to any other remedies

provided in this act," with which Sections 604(a) and (b) begin.

C. Authority to assess or sue to recover in court civil penalties
in at least the amount of $10,000 per day for any program violation.

[Federal Authority: RCRA §3006 (42 U.S.C. 6926); 40 C.F.R. 27l.l6(a) (3) (i)]

Section 605 of Act 97.

Remarks: Act 97 provides for civil penalties of up to $25,000 per day

for any violation of the statute, regulations, deparbnent orders or

permit conditions and is, thus, more stringent than the Federal rnin:irnum

of $10,000 per day.

-48-
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EPA has questioned whether the. definition of "person" in the Solid

Waste Management Act includes "political subdivision..s" and "municipalities"

particularly with respect to civil penalties. Both "political. subdivisions"

and nn..micipalities are included within the ambit of the phrase "any

other legal entity whatsoever which is recognized by law as the subj ect

of rights and duties." 35 P.S. §60l8.l03; 25 Pa. Code §75.260(a).

Municipalities and political subdivisions are persons under the act

for all purposes including Section 605, civil penalties.

The EPA revised civil penalty policy contained in 40 C.F.R. 27l.l6(c)

requires the penalty to be "appropriate to the violation." The Cannon

wealth applie~ four standards in assessing civil penalties tmder Section

605: (1) willfulness of the violation, (2) daniage to air, water, land

or other natural resources of-the Cornmanwealth or their uses, (3) cost

of restoration or abatement, and (4) savings resulting to the violator

because of the violation. The Department is also authorized to consider

"other relevant factors." The civil penalty. assessment, therefore,

should be appropriate- to the violation, consistent with 40 C.F.R. §27l.l6(c) ,

and with the requirement that the Department act in a reasonable manner

in assessing a civil penalty. Black Fox Mining and Development Corporation

v. Cann., DER, EriE Docket No. 84-ll4-G (adjudication filed April 29~ 1985).

It.should be noted that neither the ~ivil penalty limitation pro-

visions of Sections 605(1) and (2) nor the criminal penalties J imitatLon

p'rovision of 606(i) relieves generators of program responsibilities

imposed upon them. The purpose of these provisions is to relieve the

generator fram vicarious liability for violations or discharges cannitted

by disposal or treatment facility operators after suCh facilities have_

properly received the generator's wastes. With the exception of recordkeeping,

ARI90079
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exception reports, and quarterly reports, the generators will have

canpleted perfonnance of all regulatory responsibilities by the time the

wastes have been accepted at the facility and the liability for mishandling

the wastes begins to shift. Since these generator responsibilities are

:imposed by Section 403 of Act 97" and since the exemption cannot apply

unl.ess the generator has cOOlplied with Section 403, there are no violations

of 25 Pa. Code O1apter 75.262 for which generators could be relieved of

liability.

D. Authority to obtain criminal penalties in at least the arrount; .
of $10,000 per day for each violation, and imprisonment for at least six
months against any person who knCMingly transports any hazardous waste
to an tmpennitted facility; who treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous
waste without a pennit; or who makes any false statement or representation
in any application, label, manifest, record, report, pennit, or other
document filed, maintained, or used for the purposes of program corpl.Lance.

[Federal Authority: RCRA §3006 (42 U.S.C. 6926); 40 C.F.R. 271.l6(a)(3)(ii)]

Section 606 of Act 97; Section 1104 of Crimes Code, 18 Pa. C.S.A. 1104(c).

Remarks: For criminal offenses listed in Section 606(d) of Act 97, the

nature of the offense and the burden of proof are exactly the same -as

that set by Congress in §3008 of ReRA. The "maxirnunfine is the same in

" both statutes and the tenn of imprisonment for a third degree misdemeanor

is set by Section 1104 of the Pennsylvania Crimes Code (18 Pa. C.S.A.

1104(3» "at a max:irnum of one year.

For storage, treatment, transportation or disposal without ~ pennit

the penalties are greater under Pennsylvania laW than under ReRA, being

set by Section 606(f) at $2,500 to $100,000 and/or imprisonment of 2 to

10 years. Moreover, under ReRA, all criminal offenses mist; be carrnitted

''knowingly,'' whereas Section 606(i) of Act 97 makes it clear that the

liability for offenses tmder Section 606 (a) , (b), (c) and (f) is absolute

and no showing need be made that the crime was cannitted I 'knavingly . "

"AR 190080
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VIII. PUBLIC PARITCIPATICN IN TIlE STAlE ENFORCEMENT PROCESS

State laws and regulations provide for public participation in the
State enforcement process by providing either:

A. Authority to allow intervention as of right in any civil action
to obtain the remedies specified in Section VII B and C above by any
citizen having an interest which is or may be adversely affected; or

1. Assurance that the State agency will investigate and
provide written response to all citizen canplaints duly submitted;

2. Assurance that the State enforcement authority will not
oppose intervention by any citizen where pennissive intervention is
authoritized by statute, rule, or regulation; and

3. Assurance by the State enforcement authority that it will
provide at least 30 days for public ccmnent on all proposed settlements
of State civil enforcement actions, except in cases where a settlement
requires sane imnediate action (e.g. cleanup) which if otherwise delayed
would result in substantial damage to either public health or the envirorunent.

[Federal Authority: RCRA §7004 (42 U.S.C. 6974); 40 C.F.R. 27l.l6(d)]

Sections 615, and 616 of Act 97; Section 1921-A of the Administrative
Code of 1929, Act of April 9, 1929 (P .L. 177), as amended, 71 P .S. 510-
21. -

Administrative Agency Law, Act of November 25, 1970 (P. L. 707), as
amended, §602 (2 Pa. C.S. §702) -

25 Pa. Code Chapter 21 (Rules of Procedure of the Environmental
Hearing Board)

Remarks: The three civil and administrative remedies specified in VII

B & C above are suits in State courts for equitable relief and civil

penalties. Section 615 of Act 97 gives any citizen of the Carmonwealth

having an interest which is or may be adversely affected the right to

intervene in any suit in state courts for equitable relief under Section

·604 and in any civil penalty actions pursuant to Section 605.

Intervention before the EHB is granted liberally, with the Board

allONing intervention even where the intervenor would not have had

standing to file the appeal itself. Campbell et a1. v. DER, 1980 EHB

338 (1980). The Board is prohibited by its own rules (25 Pa. Code

ARl9008
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§2l.62) from denying intervention on the basis that the proposed inter-

venor does not have a proprietary interest affected by the action appealed,

but the Board does require that the petitioner state why his interest

may be inadequately represented in the proceeding.

An additional public participation mechanism is that contained in

Section 616 of Act 97. If a settlement is proposed in an action brought

pursuant to Section 604 (suits in equity) or Section 605 (civil penalties) ,

the tenns of the settlement must be published in a newspaper of general

circulation in the area where the violations allegedly took place at

least 30 days prior to the effective date of the settlement. The

publication must solicit public comments and direct them to the appro-

priate agency. This provision allows even those citizens who choose not

to appeal or intervene to comment nevertheless on the merits of a

settlement. Pennsylvania's public cooment provision is broader than the

corresponding federal provision at 40 C.F.R. §27l.l6(d) (2) (iii), which

allows an exemption from the notice requirement if trnmediate action is

required. Thus the Coomonwealth not only grants .the kind of intervention

rights referred to in Altemative A, but also bestoWs the right of

intervention and cooment upon persons who arguably do not have "an

interest which is or may be adversely affected."

IX. AUIHORITY TO SHARE INFORMATlOO WIlli EPA

State statutes and regulations provide authority for any information
obtained or used in the administration of the State program to be available
to EPA upon request wi.thout restriction.

[Federal Authority: RCRA §3007(b) (42 U.S.C. 6927); 40 C.F.R. 271.17]

Sections 104(2) and 502(c) of Act 97; 25 Pa. Code Chapter 75.265(z)
(16)(iv).

ARI90082
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Remarks: The general standard for availability of infonnation submitted

to the Department during the permit process is set forth in Section

502(c) of Act 97. Briefly stated, the standard is that all such infor-

mation is public. The only exception to this rule is certain trade

secret infonnation whi.ch can be protected as confidential, and even this

infonnation must be shared with the "Federal Goverrment or other State

agencies as may be necessary for purposes of administration of any

Federal or State law." This standard has been codified at 25 Pa. Code

§75.265(z) (16). The regulated carmmity is thus on notice that even if

a claim of confidentiality is honored, the Deparbnent will carry out its

duty to cooperate with the Federal gaverrment and to enforce Section

502(c) of Act 97 by sharing that infonnation with EPA.

X. CODIFICATICN OF REGUlATICNS

EPA has asked the Corrrnonwealth to discuss the codification of the

regulations and, in particular, limitations upon the authority of the

Carrnonwealth to change the text or the regulations after publication in

the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Until codification in the code, the Pennsyl

vania Bulletin is the official text of the regulation and is "the only

legal evidence of the valid and enforceable text" of the regulation. 45

Pa. C.S. §90l (relating to official text of published documents). In

preparation for codification in the Pa. Code, the Legislative Reference

Bureau may prepare' a revised text of a regulation Ln cooperation with

the pranulgating agency. The revised text "eliminates all obsolete,

unnecessary or unauthorized material ... " and "has been prepared in

such a manner as to lend to the published code as a whole unifonnity of

style and clarity of expresai.on , and which does not effect any change in

the substance of the deposited text of such regulations ." (emphasisARI 90083
added) 45 Pa. C.S. §723(a). Under Section 723(b) the agency may object
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to the revised text through written obj ections to the Joint Carrnittee on

Documents, \vhich, after consultation with the agency, has the duty to

make such alterations as are ''necessary in order to retain the the

substance of the deposited text of such regulations." 45 Pa. C.S .

§723 (b) .

Thus, there is a statutory prohibition against substantive changes

being made in codification of regulations. Further there is an adminis

trative appeal procedure available prior to codification which allows

any disputes to be resolved prior to publication. in the event that

substantive revisions are made by the persons editing for codification

purposes.

XI. AUrHORITY OVER INDIAN UNDS

Not applicable.

Date :--I-----=~~.J£.-_----.~----
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l.t. Numerals.
: Roman numerals and the Arabic numerals shall be deemed parts of ,
nglish language.

15. Joint authority; quorum.
Joint authority.-Words in a statute conferring a joint authority

three or more public officers or other persons shall be construed to
r authority upon a majority of such officers or persons.

Quorum.-A majority of any board or commission shall constitute
rum.

16. Bonds.
tatute requiring a bond or undertaking with sureties to be given by
erson. shall hi: construed to permit in lieu thereofa bond of indemnity
ety bond for the amount of such bond or undertaking, given by any
iruty or surety company authorized to do business in this Com
!ealth, and approved by the proper authority.

17. Uniform standard time.
ry mention of. or reference to a ny hour or time in any statute. shall hi:
'ued with reference to and in accordance with the mean.solar time of
5th meridian of longitude west of Greenwich. commonly called
n standard time. unless a different standard is therein expressly
jed for. or unless the standard time shall hi: advanced for any portion
year, by any act of Congress,

'8.. Computation of time.
en any period of time is referred to in any statute. such period in all
except as otherwise provi-ded in section 1909 of th is title (relating to
.arion for successive weeks) and section 1910 of this title (relating to
uta tion of mont hs) sha II be so com puted as to exclude the first and in
the last day of such period. Whenever the last day of any such period
all on Saturda y or Sunday, or on a ny day made a legal holiday by the
rf this Commonwealth or of the United States. such day shall be
ed from the computation.

9. Time; publication for successive weeks.
ene,:'er in any statute providing for the publishing of notices, the
: "successive weeks" is used. weeks shall be construed as calendar
. The publication upon any day of such weeks shall be sufficient
-arion for that week, but at least five days shall elapse between each
arion. At least the number of weeks specified in "successive weeks"
.lapse between the first publication and the day for the happening of
e nt for which publication shall be made.

:ross References. Section 190915 referred 10 in section 1908 of this title.

O. Time; computation of months.
enever in any statute the lapse of a number of months after or before
lin day is required, such number of months shall be computed by

~4t
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counting the months from such day, excluding the calendar month
which such day occurs, and shall include the day of the month in tr.'e ~

month so counted having the same numerical orderas the day of the mo
from which the computation is made, unless there be not so many day
the last month so counted, in which case the period computed shall ex;
with the last day of such month.

Cross References. Section 1910 is referred to in section 1908 of this ride.

SUBCHAPTER B
CONSTRUCTION OF STATUTES

Sec.
1921. Legislative intent controls.
1922. Presumptions in ascertaining legislative intent.
1923. Grammar and punctuation of statutes.
1924. Construction of titles. preambles. provisos. exceptions and headings.
1925. Constitutional construction of statutes.
1926. Presumption against retroactive effect.
1927. Construction of uniform laws.
1928. Rule of strict and liberal construction.
1929. Penalties no bar to civil remedies.
1930. Penalties for each offense.
1931. Intent to defraud.
1932. Statutes in pari materia.
1933. Particular controls general.
1934. Irreconcilable clauses in the same statute.
1935. Irreconcilable statutes passed by same General Assembly.
1936. Irreconcilable statutes passed by different General Assemblies.
1937. References to statutes and regulations.
1938. References to public bodies and public officers.
1939. Use of comments and reports.

§ 1921. Legislative intent controls.
(a) Object and' scope of construction of statutes.-The object of all

terpretation and construction of statutes is to ascertain and effectuate 1

intention of the General Assembly. Every statute shall be construed,
possible, to give effect to all its provisions.

(b) Unambiguous words control construction.-\Vhen the words 0

statute are clear and free" from all ambiguity, the letter of it is not to be d
regarded under the pretext of pursuing its spirit.

(c) Matters considered in ascertaining intent.-When the words 01

statute are not explicit, the intention of the General Assembly may
'ascertained by considering, among other matters:

(I) The occasion and necessity for the statute.
(2) The circumstances under which it was enacted.
(3) The mischief to be remedied.

~ (4) The object to be attained.
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e) 0
(5) The former law, ifany, including other statutes upon the same or

similar subjects. .
(6) The consequences of a particular interpretation.
(7) The contemporaneous legislative history.
(8) Legislative and administrative 'interpretations of such statute.

§ 1922. Presumptions in ascertaining legislative intent.
In ascertaining the intention of the General Assembly in the enactment

of a statute the following presumptions, among others, maybe used:
(I) That the General Assembly does not inte nd a result that is absurd,

impossible of execution or unreasonable.
(2) That the General Assembly intends the entire statute to be effec

tive and certain.
(3) That the General Assembly does not intend to violate the Con

stitution of the United States or of this Commonwealth.
(4) That when a court of last resort has construed the language used

in a statute. the General Assembly in subsequent statutes on the same
subject matter intends the same construction to be placed upon such
language.

(5) That the General Assembly intends to favor the public interest as
against any private interest.

§ 1923.. Grammar and punctuation of statutes.
(a) Grammatical errors and transposition of words.-Grammatical

errors shall not vitiate a statute. A transposition of words and clauses may
be resorted to where a sentence is without meaning as it stands.

(b) Use of punctuation in construction.-In no case shall the punctua
tion of a statute control or affect the intention of the General Assembly in
the enactment thereof but punctuation may be used to aid in the construc
tion j hereof if the stature was finally enacted after December 31, 1964.

(c) Adding words for proper constructiun.c--Words and phrases which
may be necessary to the proper interpretation ofa statute and which do not
conflict with its obvious purpose and intent. nor in any way affect its scope
and operation, may be added in the construction thereof.
(Dec. 10. 1974. P.LS·16. NoDI. df. irnd.]

1974 Amendment. ACl 271 amended subsec. (h).

§ 192-t. Construction of titles, preum hles, provisos, exceptions
and headings.

The title and prearn hie oi a statute may be considered in the construction
thereof. Provisos shall be construed to limit rather than to extend the
operation of the clauses to which they refer. Exceptions expressed in a
statute shall be construed to exclude all others. The headings prefixed to
titles, parts. articles, chapters, sections and other divisions ofa statute shall
not be considered to control but may be used to aid in the construction
thereof.

§ 1925. Constitutional construction of statures.

'"
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statute or the application thereof to any person orcircurnstanee :
valid, the remainder of the statute, and the application ofsuch prl
other persons or circumstances, shall not be affected thereby, :..:
court finds that the valid provisions of the statute are so essentia
separably connected with, and so depend upon, the void pre
application, that it cannot be presumed the General Assembly we
enacted the remaining valid provisions without the void one; or u.
court finds that the remaining valid provisions, standing alone:
complete and are incapable of being executed in accordance
legislative intent.

§ 1926. Presumption against retroactive effect.
No statute shall be construed to be retroactive unless clea

manifestly so intended by the General Assembly.

§ 1927. Construction of uniform laws.
Statutes uniform with those of other states shall be interpreted a

strued to effect their general purpose to make uniform the laws.
states which enact them.

§ 1928. Rule of strict and liberal construction.
(a) Statutes in derogation of common law.-The rule that sta

derogation of the common law are to be strictly construed, shall :
application to the statutes of this Commonwealth enacted final
September I, 1937.

(b) Provisions subject to strict construction.-AII provisio:
statute of the classes hereafter enumerated shall be strictly consu

(I) Penal provisions.
(2) Retroactive provisions.
(3) Provisions imposing taxes.
(4) Provisions conferring the power of eminent domain.
(5) Provisions exempting persons and property from taxati
(6) Provisions exempting property from the power of emir.

main.
(7) Provisions decreasing the jurisdiction of a court of reco
(8) Provisions enacted finally prior to Septe mber I, 1937whic

derogation of the common law.
(c) Provisions subject to liberal construction.-AII other provisir

statute shall be liberally construed to effect their objects and to pi

9008 ajustice,

§ 1929. Penalties no bar to civil remedies.
The provision in any statute for a penalty or forfeiture for its vi.

shall not be construed to deprive an injured person of the right to [
from the offender damages sustained by reason of the violation ;:
statute.

§ 1930. Penalties for each offense .
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atute, such penalty or forfeiture shall be construed to be for each such
olation.

1931. Intent to defraud.
Whenever an intent to defraud is required in any statute in order to con

uute an offense, the statute shall be construed to require only an intent to
:fraud any person or body politic.

1932. Statutes in pari materia.
(a) Meaning.-Statutes or parts of statutes are in pari materia when
~y relate to the same persons or things or to the same class of persons or
mgs.
(b) Construetion.-Statutes in pari materia shall beconstrued together.
possible. as one statute.

1933. Particular controls general.
Whenever a general provision in a statute shall be in conflict with a
ccial provision in the same or another statute, the two shall beconstrued.
oossible, so that effect may be given to both. If the conflict between the
o provisions is irreconcilable, the special provisions shall prevail and
J.1l be construed as an exception to the general provision, unless the
neral provision shall be enacted later and it shall be the manifest inten
In of the General Assembly that such general provision shall prevail.

Cross References. Section 1913 is referred 10 in secticn 19J.t of this title.

1934. Irreconcilable clauses in the same statute.
Except as provided in section 1933 of this title (relating to particular con
ils general), whenever, in the same statute, several clauses are irrecon
.ible, the clause last in order of date or position shall prevail.

1935. Irreconcilable statutes passed by same General Assembly.
Whenever the provisions of two or more statutes enacted finally during

c same General Assembly are irreconcilable. the statute latest in date of
ial enactment, a nd where two or more irreconcila ble stat utes are enacted
ially on the same date ..the statute bearing the highest number, in either
ce irrespective of its effective da te, s ha II preva il from the time it becomes
ective except as otherwise provided in section 1952 of this title (relating
effect of separate amendments on code provisions enacted by same

.neral Assembly) and section 1974 of this title (relating to effect of
.iarate repeals on code provisions by same General Assembly).

Cro~s References. Section 1935 is rc:ferrc:d 10 in section 1955 of this lille.

1936. Irreconcilable statutes passed by different General
Assemblies.

Whenever the provisions of two or more statutes enacted finally by
'ferent General Assemblies are irreconcilable, the statute latest in date of
:al enactment shall prevail.

Cross References. Section 1936 is rc:ferrc:d 10 in section 1955 of this litle.

:937. Reference~statutes...and !~l~.!lati~ e ~

,r'

issued by a public body or public officer includes the statute or reg~
with all amendments and supplements thereto and any new stat:
regulation substituted for such statute or regulation. as in force at th
of application of the provision of the statute in which such refere
made, unless the specific language or the context of the reference
provision clearly includes only the statute or regulation as in force (
effective date of the statute in which such reference is made.

(b) Applicability of section.-The provisions of subsection (a) c
section shall apply to every statute finally enacted on or after July I.

§ 1938. References to public bodies and public officers.
A reference in a statute to a governmental age ncy, department. b

commission or other public body or to a public officer includes an ent
officer which succeeds to substantially the same functions as those
formed by such public body or officer on the effective date of the st:
unless the specific language or the context of the reference in the st
clearly includes only the public body or officer on the effective date \
statute.

§ 1939. Use of comments and reports.
The comments or report of the commission, committee. associati.

other entity which drafted a statute may be cons ulted in the:construct!
application of the original provisions of the statute if such cornrner
report were published or otherwise generally available prior to the
sideration of the statute by the General Assembly, but the text of the st.
shall control in the event of conflict between its text and such cornmer
report.

SUBCHAPTER C
AMENDATORY STATUTES

Sec.
1951. Interpretation of amendatory sta tutes,
1952. Effect ofseparate arnendrnerus on code provisions enacted by same Ge

Assembly.
1953. Construction of amendatory statures,
1954. Merger of subsequent amendments.
1955. Two or more amendments to same provision. one overlooking the c
1956. Repeal of amendatory statutes and original statutes subsequently arr

ed.
1957. Ineffective provisions not revived by reenactment in amendatory sta ~

§ 1951. Interpretation of amendatory statutes.
In ascertaining the correct reading. status and interpretation ofan ar

datory statute, the matter inserted within brackets shall be omitted, anr

matter in italics or underscored shall be read and interpreted as part 0
___. -=-• ..." tIt t_-<.l>_.~__
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QI~AtJCO - Authority to Adopt
Regulations '[hat Reference EPA

I'\,:,.V'" ,

Louis' Bercheni
Director
Bureau of Water Quality Management

Robert W. Adler [) C\}JO
Assistant Counsel ~<-
Bureau of Regulatory Counsel,

Through: Maxine Woelfling mw
Director

, , Bureau of Regulatory Counsel

ORSANCO's legal counsel (Leonard Weakley) raised the question
whether ORSANCO can lawfully adopt regulations that "reference" EPA (or
other) regulations (e.g. adoption of EPA effluent limitations by reference
to 40 C.F.R.). In the opinion of this Bureau, ORSAt1CO can adopt regulations
which incorporate other standards by reference.

I
I

1. lNIRODUCIION

An initial difficulty in responding to Mr. Weakley's question is
determining the basis for his opinion that ORSANCO mny not be able to
adopt EPA regulations by reference..Mr. Weakley's concern can arise out
of the due process clause of the Fifth and Fourteenth Arnenanents to the
U. S. Constitution, the notice and ccnrnent rulemkin~ r equirrmerit of the
Achninistrative ~rocedure Act, 5 U.·S.C. §553l, or the language of the
ORSANCO Canpact . ,

There are three arguments vnlY it is pernlissible for O~SANCO to pro
n~lgate a regulation that references EPA regulations or other requirements.
First " adoption by reference is excepted f rcm the APA publication require
ment because publication wou ld be "Jmprnc t i cab l e , unnecessary or contrary
to the public interest," pursuant to 5 U.S.C. §553(b). Second, regulation

-by reference is accepted practice, as evidenced by Pennsylvania law. Third,
an attempt to conform ORSANCO regulations with EPA regulations is consistent
with, if not required by, the lnnguage and legislative history of the federal
Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. §l251 et seq.

1. It is open to ques t i on whether OR..Si\NCO is a federal agency subject
to the requirements of the AI'A. Cf..:. Del""·l.Jre "]~ter ErlrerG~~lcy Group
v. Ilansler (Ln. Pa. No. 80-/1372) (Nernoranrh.m and Order filed August 17.
1981Y:-S1Tp. Op . at 11-18 (left open whet.her De laware River Bas in
Comnission is federal agency for purpose of NntionCll Environmental
Policy Act). lkxcever , if ORSANCO adopr i ou of EPA regulations by
reference would be excepted f rrm the pub1i cat i on r equ i r emerit of 5
U.S.C. §553, it would a lso satisfy the fifth Arrendmcut (which is
c l ear ly app l i cab l e to ORS!\I-lCO), since a,n APA pr ovi s i on rnis t alEft'R I 9009,0
sa tisfy due process. Ther e fore, this issue is irre levant, and ~l\~

case can be analyzed according to the APA standards.

2. The Con~act is codified at 32 r.s. §8l6.1.
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II. 5 U.S.C. §553

TI1e general reqllLrement of 5 U.S.C. §~53(b) is thrlt "General notice
of proposed rulenak ing shall be published in the Federal Register ...
The notice shall include ... (3) either the terms or substance of the
proposed rule or a description oLthe subjects and issues involved." It
may be argued that incorporation by reference does not adequately describe
the "tenns or substance" of the proposal. A simple counterargunent is that
reference to a readily accessible published federal document, such as the
C.F.R. or the Federal~egister, provides adequate notice to interested
parties of the specific terms of·the proposed regulation. This does not,
however, account for the fact that incorporation by reference automatically
includes future amendments and supplenents to the referenced regulation.'
The question then beccrnes whether the revised referenced EPA regulation
will remain a valid ORSANCO regulation absent republication by ORSANCO
whenever the referenced regulation changes.

This problem is addressed by the exception clause of 5 U.S.C.
§553(b) , which states (in part) that "this subsection does not apply
when the agency for good cause finds (and incorporates the finding and a
brief statement of reasons therefor in the niles issued) that notice and
public procedures thereon are impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary to
the 'public interest." Repeated repub3ication of referenced EPA regulations
is both impracticable and unnecessary because it would essentially
duplicate the notice and comnent procedure that EPA is required to
comply with when pranulgating regulations. Pers~ns, indl~tries and
goverrment; entities subject to ORSANCO .,regulation are ?i.rrrultaneous'!y
subject to regulation by EPA or a state agency with NPDESCIeIegation .

.. Therefore, these regula tees were interested in (i.e. affected by), and
had an opportunity to comnent on ~xisting EPA regulations ~1en they were
otiginally promulp,ated by EPA. Similarly, all interested parties ~vill
have notice of ;lIld opportunity to'carrnent 011. future EPA regulations
referenced in ORSANCO regulations. A second notice and opportunity to

• carrnent by ORSANCO woul.d serve no useful, purpose in terms of public
participation in the rulemakinp, process. 111erefore, lack of publication
would not violate either the due process clause or the APA.

This precise interpretation of the "good cCluse" exception to the
APA (i.e. dua l publication of r egulat i.ons is "unnecessary") has never
been challenged in the federal courts. 111e theory is well supported.
however I by the general case lCJW describing the "good cause" exception.
In ~1atter of Worksite Inspection of S.C. \']arren, Division of Scott Paper,
481 F. Supp, 491, 494 CD. ~le. 1978). the Court ~,<plained that a rule
that merely c Lari.f i es . without substantively modifying exi.s t inr; regulation,
and without a subs t.ant i.ve impact on those rcgu lntcd , is cxonpted from '
APA publication requirements. ORSANCOadoption of EPA regulations by

3. Publication. which would subject the pr~posed material to potential
revision, wuuld also arguably be contrary to the public interest in
uniformity of regulation. as discussed in Part III of this msn~.
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reference clearly fits. into this category .since regula tees potentially
subject to ORSANCO regulation are already subject to existing EPA substantive
requirements. Thus; there is no sUbstantive impact on those regulated.
See also Texaco, Inc. v. FPC, 412 F.2d 740, 743-4 (3d Cir. 1969) (regulations
that are "unimportant to the industry and. to the public" are not subject
to APA publication requirement, citing National ~btor Freight Traffic
Association v .. United States, 268 F. Supp. 90, 95-96 (D.D.C. 1967).

It may be argued that the additional notice and comnent langauge in
the compact; provides a requirement independent of the APA, and thus is
not subject to the APAts "good cause" exception. Article VI of the-com
pact requires, for example, that industrial wastes shall be. treated "to
such degree as may be determined to be necessary by the commission after
investigation, .due notice, and hearing." In the first place, it is not
clear that this language applies to rulemaking, as opposed to the issuance
of orders. This is evidenced by the separate rulemakingprovision of
Article VI, which simply states: "The ccmnission is hereby authorized
to adopt, prescribe, and promulgate rules, regulations, and standards for
administering and enforcing the provisions of this article." (No notice
and comment language.) Notably, ORSANCO is empowered to issue orders,
but not to grant· permits.

Even if this languRge was intended to apply to rul~lking, however,
there is no reason to believe that the requirenent was intended to be
more stringent than the APA requirement. Vi51ed in historical perspective,
the ORSANCO compact was approved by C~~ress on July 11, 1940, c. 581,
54 Stat. 752; the compact was executed on April 2, 1945 (Article XI);
and the APA was enacted on Julv 11, 1946, c. 324, 60 Stat. 237. The APA
rylemaking provisions supersed~d prior federal rulemaking standards.
Adequate notice and comrerit for purposes of the APA should satisfy the
similar requirement in the compact. .

III. REGUlATION BY REFEREHCE IS ACCEPTED PRACTICE

The validity of adopting r egul.at Ions that reference other (exi.s t ing)
regulations is accerted practice, at least in Pennsylvania. /\s you
know, Pennsylvania has adopted EPA effluent limitations by referen~e in
25 Pa. Code §92. 31. Th i.s incorporation has never been challenged.
There is no reason to believe that the prac t ice wi l l be challenged with
respect to ORS/\NCO, particularly since no r eguIat.ee will be substantively
affected, as noted abOVE!.

4. Nor is the practice un i.que to the water quality prograrn. See,
~, 25 Pa. Code §13l.2 (National Ambient Air Quality Standards).

ARI90092
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. The prac~ice of incorporation·by reference is recognized by statute
~n Pennsylvanla. and has been upheld by the Pennsylvania Courts. Section
1937(a) of the Statutory Construction Act of 1972, 1 Pa. C.S. §1937(a) ,
states:

Reference to statutes and regulations._

(a) General rule. A reference in a statute to a statute
or to a regulation issued by a public body or public
officer includes the st.atut;e or regulation with all
amendments and supplements thereto and any new statute
or regulation substituted for such statute or regulation,
as in force at the time of application of the provision
of the statute in which such reference is made, unless
the specific language or the context of the reference
in the provision clearly includes only the statute or
regulation as in force on the effective date of the
statute in which such reference is made.

In East Suburban Press v. Township of Penn Hills, 397 A.2d 1263,'
the Pennsylvania ComnoIlVlealth Cour t considered whether a newspaper's
eligibility for legal advertising could be conditioned on a federal
determina~ion. TIle State's Newspaper Advertising Act provided that a
newspaper must qualify for "second class mail" privileges in order to
qualify for "legal" advertising. Since the "second class tmil" qualifica
tion was in the danain of federal regulations and outside the State's
control, it was argued that the Legisla'ture unlawfully delegated legis
lative authority. The Court held that the r eference to federal regulations
in the state law did not constitute unlawful delegntion of legislative
author i ty , although regulations of U:S. Postal Service may change "from
time to time". In Ccxlnlonwealt.h v. Tarab i.Lda , 222 Pa.' Super. 237 (1972),
the Pennsylvania Superior Court considered \vhether a conviction for

._ violation of the Dl~g Device and Co~netic Act could be sustained, ~lere

the definition of a "narcotic drug" in the state law was based on "any
drug or other substance fOWld by the UTlited States' Secretary of Treasury
or his delegate ... to have an addiction-forming or addiction-sustaining
liability similar to morphine or cocaine." TIle Court found that the
federa 1 standard, as incorporated in state Law , was constitutionally
sufficient to sus tain a criminal conviction, and was not constitutionally
vague or uncer t a i.n. See also fisher's__Pet~~ion, 344 I'a . 96, 23 A.2d 878
(1942); Conrorwea l th v. H<1rner Bros. lheatres, Inc., JL1S Pa. 270, 273,
27 A.2d 62,64(1972). 11,ere is no reas-on to believe that a different
result would be r eached in a different fort au. In Incr , i.ncorpornt i.on by
reference is utilized in the 'federal Rer,iste'r, as long as the incorporated
document is Mccessible to all interested parties. See, e.g., 46 Fed.
Reg. 19660 (March 31, 1981).
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IV. CLEAN WATER ACr AND LEGISLATIVE liISIDRY

,A strong argument in favor or ORSANCO adoption of certain EPA
regula~ions arises out of ,the language and legislative history of the
federal Clean Water Act, which is intended to promote uniform national
technology-based effluent limitations. Publication of ORSANCO regula
tions that reference specific EPA standards, with opportunity for public
carrnents and, accordingly, the potential for amenchnent, would defeat
this purpose. Similarly, the absence of autcrnatic incorporation of
future amenchnents, which is atten,dant to incorporation by reference,
would also defeat the goal of uniform regulation.

The 1972 Amendments to the. Federal Water Pollution Control Act were
enacted largely in response to the failure of the existing system of state
water quality standards for both intrastate and interstate waters. See
S. REP. No. 414, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. (1971), reprinted at 1972 U.S. Code
Congo &Ad. News 3668, 3668-72, 3675. In enacting the Amendments, Congress
intended to supplement the existing system (of which ORSANCO was a part)
with a system of uniform, technology-based standards established by the
Administrator of EPA. Id. at 3675. See also Rodgers, Environmental Law
455-56 and nn. 36-37, 42 (1977); Clean Water Act §§301, 303,304, 33
U.S.C. §§13ll, 1313, 1314. Thus , the existing system of water pollution
control relies first on the application of uniform effluent limitations,
with more stringent limitations, if necessary, based on specific water
quality standards. Section 303(d)(l)(A) , 33 U.S.C. §1313(d)(1)(A). A
completely separate set of equivalent ORSANCO effluent llinitations confuses
rather than strengthens this system. The regulatee is also confused, by .
being subjected to two sets of different and potentially conflicting
standards. . .

:L
This argunent is fully supported by the. language of the statute. 5

First, Title I of the statute envisions that states, interstate Clgencies,
. and the federal government will engage in cooperative and consistent
• efforts to control water pollution. Section 102(a) states that "The

Administrator shall ... in cooperation wi.th other Federa l agenc i es ,
state water pollution control agencies, interstate agenc ies , and the
munic~pCllities and industries involved, prepare or develop canprcllensive programs
for preventing, reducing, or eliminating- ... pollution." 33 U.S.C.
§1252(a) (emphasis added). Section 102(c)(2) adus teeth to this policy
by making federal grants for planninr, ar,encies, including interstClte
~gencies, contingent upon the deve l ojment of a comprel~ensive pollution
control plan which is consistent with, among other thln!.js, federal

5. Interstate agency is defined as "<my :1!jency of 1:\';0 or more State!')
established by or pursunnt to an agreement or canpact approved by
the Congress, or any other agency of two or tT'Ore states having sub
stantial povers or duties pertaining to. the control of pollution as
determined ami approved by the Administrator." Section 502(2), 33
U.S.C. §1362(2).ORSANCO fits within this definition.
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effluent limitations. Id. §1252(c) 0). Section 103 further evidences
Congress' i.ntent to prcrmt.s couprehcns ivo and cons i s tent programs for
water pollution. cOlltr<?l by encouraging cooperative activities between
states, i111i£o~ laws, and interstate compacts. Id. §l253(a). In
particular, section l03(b) pe~its states "to negotiate and enter into
agreements or compacts, not in conflict with any law or treaty of the
United States .... " Id. §1253(b). Thus,' interstate compacts may not be
in conflict with the Clean Water Act, or any rules or regulations pro
mulgated thereunder. 6

Sections 510 and 402 of the. Act provide even more force to this
argument. Section 510 prohibits any state or interstate agency from
adopting or enforcing "any effluent limitation, or other limitation,
effluent standard, prohibition, pretreabnent standard, or standard of
perfonnance which is less stringent than the effluent limitation or
other limitation, effluent standard, prohibition, pretreabnent standard,
or standard of perform3l1ce under this chapter ... " This provision
establishes consistent minDnum national standards for water pollution
control, 33 U.S.C. §1370 (emphasis added). TI1US, O~SANCO standards are
required to be at least as stringent as federal standards. Perhaps most
persuasive is Section 402(b) , which states':

(b) At any tirre after the pranulgation of the
guidelines required by subsection (h) (2) of section

,1314 of this title, the Governor of each State desiring
to administer its own permit program for discharges
into navigable waters within ~ts jurisdiction may
submit to the Administrator a full and c~)lete dis
cription of the program it proposes to establish and
administer under State law or i111der'ill1 interstate
compact. In addition, such State shall swmnit a
statement from the attorney gener(l~ (or the attorney
for those State water pollution control agencies
M1ich independent legal counsel), or from the chief
legal officer in the case of an i_nters tate agency,
that the laws of such State, or the interstate
caJlpact I as the case may be I provide adequCl'te
authority to carry out the descr ibe.l pr..... f1-;nn. The
Admin is t rator shall approve such suhtni t led pn'r,rmn
unless he determines that adequate authority does
not exist:

1

I
I
i

"

i
I
I
I

6. ORSANCO I of. course, W,1S es t.abLi.shed by author i.ty of a s tnrutc that
preceded the 1972 federal Wnter Pollution Contro l Act Amencanents I and
therefore d i d not envision unifonn nar i.orvil controls and policies.
I t is illogica 1 to assume , however I that Congress I in 1972, intended
to exclude existing interstate cornpacts frem the p,oal of comprehens i.ve
and consistent rrog~·cnns for wa t er qual i ty rnanagement . In fact, section
5 of the Act that approved the ORSi\t·JCO conpact reserved the r i.ght to
"alter, amend, or repeal t:l1e provisions" of the consent. Act ~f ~~l~ O. 95
11, 1940, c. 581, §5, 54 Stat. 752. AR , ~U
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.(1) To. issue permi.cs wn ich-c-
(l\) apply, and insure compliance with,

any applicable requirements of sections 1311, 1312,
D16, l3l7,and 1343 of this title;

1d. §1342(b) (emphasis added). This provision is not strictly applicable
to ORSANCO, which does not administer an EPA-approved permitting program.
However, section 402(b) does evidence that Congress intended state and
interstate programs to ensure canpliance with federally-prCmulgated standards.
At a minimum, section 402(b) indicates that ORSANCO has the' ability and
authority to incorporate EPA standards into ORSN1CO regulations, because
such incorporation would be mandatory if ORSANCO was an NPDES permitting
agency.

v. CONCLUSION

There is no persuasive legal harrier to ORSANCO incorporation of
EPA standards by reference in ORSANCO regulations. Such incol~ora~ion

\vould not violate the requirenents of the ORSANCO compact, the Administra
tive Procedure Act, or the- due process clause of the Fifth Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution. In fact, there are strong indications that the
1972 Amenchnents to the Clean Water Act ,envisioned that interstate agencies
would becc:me part of the ccmprehensive and consistent nationwide program
for water pollution control.
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IN THE COMMONWEALTH COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA

CO~~ONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA,
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
RESOURCES, •·Petitioner

v. ···· No. 3162 C.D. 1983

•·
·•
·•

Respondents:

WILLIAM FIORE, d/b/a MUNICIPAL
and INDUSTRIAL DISPOSAL
COMPANY, INC.,

.
t

BEFORE: HONORABLE FRANCIS A. BARRY, Judge

HEARD: December 16, 1983

OPINION NOT REPORTED
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MEMORANDUM OPINION BY JUDGE BARRY FILED: January 30e 1984.

Petitioner William Fiore has filed the instant Pe t Lc Lon .,

for Review in the nature of an or ig inal action in Equi ty.,

naming as respondents the Department of Environmental Resources

(DER) . and the Environmental Quality Board (EaB). Petitioner

complains that DER is violating various provisions of the Solid

waste Management Act (Act), Act of July 7, 1980, P. L~ 380, 35

P.S. §6018.101 (Supp. 1983-84), by allowing various facilities

to store, treat and dispose of hazardous wastes without the

permits required by the Act. Peti tioner also alleges tha t the

EOB has both failed to adopt timely regulations ~ursuant to the

Act and has adopted illegal regulations relating
t

to interim

It~' 90098

status allowing those facilities to corrt Lnue operations pending

issuance of the permits by ~ER to store, treat and dispose of

of his are currently polluting the waters of the Commonwealth.

Peti tioner asks this Court to order DBR to (1) .stop issuing

approvals to facilities allowing the storage' and treatment of

. hazardous wastes pending issuance of permits required by the

Act, (2) revoke inter im status approval already granted tc

facilities that store and treat hazardous waste, (3) ster

issuing approvals to facilities for disposing of hazar~ous wast'

pending the issuance of the required permits and (4) revok

i
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hazardous wastes. Finally, peti tioner claims that competi tors



interim status approval already granted to facilities that

?ispose of hazardous waste. ,Petitioner also seeks an order from

this Court requiring EQB to adopt the necessary regulations

which would allow DER to either grant or deny permits pursuant

to th'e Act for the storage, treatment 'and disposal of hazardous.

i
I.
r

I
I

...
,.. 1.'

wastes. Furthermore, petitioner seeks a preliminary injunction

whioh would temporar ily grant the relief requested pending a

final determination on the Petition for Review.

Respondents have filed numerous preliminary objections to

the Petition for Review, alleging (1) lack of subject matter

jurisdiction, (2) failure to state a claim in mandamus, {3} that

petitioner has no standing, (4) a demurrer and (5) that the EQB

is not a proper party. Respondents also oppose the request for

preliminary injunctive relief. On December 16, 1983, this Court

first heard legal arguments on respondent's preliminary

objections. Immediately thereafter, a hearing was held on

peti tioner' s request fo.r a: pr eLrnu nar y injunction. Both parties

presented testimony and arguments on respondent'~ preliminary

objections and the request for a preliminary injunction.

In order to adequately discuss these issues, a brief

narrative of the applicable legislation and regulations is

necessary. Prior to the e na c tment; of the present Act, no

special permits were required for the handling of hazardous

wastes. The only permit then required was a solid Aide9~4Jr~~t

2



issued by DER to all landfill operators generally. Act of JUly

31,. 1968, P.L. 788, as amended, 35 (P.S. s 6007). In 1976, che

Congress, having recognized, the growing 'problem of the handling

of hazardous wastes, passed the Resource Conservation and

.Recov~ry Act, Act of October 21, 1976, Pub. L. 94-580, 42

U.S.C~ § 6901,. which, inter alia, directed the Environmental

Protection Agency: (EPA) to promulgate regulations pertaining to

the handling of hazardous wastes. The Congress also

contemplated that the states would assume primary responsibility

for issuing permi ts and enforcing the regulatory requirements

which also would be promulga ted by the s ta tes, as long as the

state issued. standards which were no less stringent than those

adopted by EPA. 42 U.S.C. s 6979. Although EPA regulations

were to be 'promulgated by' April 21, 1978, EPA did not adopt

regulations for design standards applicable to the treatment,

storage and disposal of hazardous wastes until JUly. 26, 1982.

47 Fed.Reg. 32,274.

When the legislature' passed the present Act, it.
recognized- that the permitting process required thereunder could

not be put in place to act on applicatiqns overnight.

40¢ of the Act provided:

Section

(a) Any person or municipality who:
(l) owns or operates a hazardous

storage or treatment facility required to
permit under this act, which facility
existence on the effective date of this Act;

3

waste
have a
is in
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(2) has complied with the requirements of
Section 501 (c) [which requires that DER be
'notified of the description of and location of any
.activities involving .hazar doua waste as defined by
the Environmental Quality Board] ;

(3) has made an application for a permit
under this act; and

(4) operates and continues to operate in such
a manner as will not cause, or create a risk of, a
health hazard, a pubLi c nuisance, or an adverse
effect upon the environment;

shall be treated as having been issued such.
permit until such time as a final dcpattmental
action on such application is made.' In no
instance shall such person or municipality
continue to store or treat hazardous wastes
without obtaining a permit from the department
within two years after the date of enactment
hereof.

35 P.S., §6018.404 (Supp. 1983-84).

Section 402 of the Act requires EQB to promulgate

regulations which would (1) list hazardous wastes~ (2)' set

standards on which a decision whether to issue the' required

permits could be based and (3) de Lf ne a t e the procedures to be'

utilized therefore. While EQB passed regulations in Novembr r

1980, relating to ope r a t LorieL requirements of facilities

operating under interim status, it was not until September 4,

1982, the day before the required date for issuing permits as

called for in Section 404, that the ~egulations for design

standards and procedures applicable to the pe rmi, tting process

were published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. As respondents

argue, it would have made little sense to adopt regulations less

str ingent than those adopted by EPA, thereby surrendering. the

4 ARI90101



authority to issue permits to the Federal Government. Although

the Act, in Section 404, called for the termination of interim

~tatus for facilities that store and tre~t hazardous waste after

September 5, 1982, a combination of factors has made· it

imposqible to meet that deadline. As of tqe aate of the hearing

in th ~s case, no final permi ts for the trea tment, storage and

disposal of hazardous wastes have been issued,- although DER

I· claims that final decisions on the 500 some applications should
I

be made by the end of 1985. Furthermore, forty-five facilities

are presently disposing of hazardous waste under the interim

status provisions of 25 Pa. Code § 75.265, which provides:

(2) any person or municipality who owns or
operates an existing hazardous waste storage or
treatment facility shall be regarded as having
interim status provided that: ,

(i) the notification r equ Lrerne nz s of § 75.267
(relating to notification of hazardous waste
activities) have been complied with;

(ii) Part A of ·the permit application has
been submitted; and

(iii) this section has been complied with.
(3) A person or municipality who owns or

operates an existing hazardous waste disposal
facility shall be regarded aa having interim
status provided that:

(i) the facility has a current solid waste
permit issued by the Department; and

(ii) the requirements of paragraph (2) are
complied with.

Petitioner is the sole proprietor of Municipal and

Industrial Disposal Co. (M & I), a facility in Elizabeth

Township of Allegheny County, which was disposing of hazardous

5
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wastes in a manner detrimental to the environment, DER and M & I

revoked the solid waste permit necessary to have interim status

signeq a Consent Decree ·wherein M & I agreed" to take specific

waste pursuant to the aforementioned interim status prov Ls Ions .

When the DER determined tha.t M & I was disposing of hazardous

Following a' hear ing", this

When M & I failed to do GO r QER

and cited peti tioner for' contempt.

steps'to correct the problem.

j

I
I
I
i

court held that petitioner no longer enjoyed interim status

allowing M & I to dispose of hazardous wastes.

Environmental Resources v. Fiore, (No. 2083 C. D.

Department of

1983, filed

October 28, 1983). As a result thereof, M & I is presently not

permitted ~odispose of hazardous wastes.

Petitioner seeks an order of this Court compelling DER to

both stop issuing approvals und~r interim status for facilities

which treat, store and dispose of hazardous waste and revoke

inter im status approval for all facili ties presen tly handling

hazardous wastes. Respondents argue that petitioner has no

standing to press any of these clai~s. This COUIt a~rees.

In William Penn Parking Garage, Inc. v , City of

Pittsburgh, 46·4 Pa , 168, 192, 346 A.2d 269,280-81 (1975),

(pLur a Ld t y opinion) (footnotes omitted), the Court stated:

The core concept, of course, is that a person
who is not adversely ,affected in any way by the
matter he seeks to challenge is not 'aggrieved'
thereby and has no standing to obtain a jUdicial
resolution of his challenge. In particular, it ia

ARI90103
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not sufficient for the pe rson claiming to be
'aggrieved' to assert the common interest of all
citizens in procuring obedience to the law.

Accord Lisa H. v. ·State Board of Education, 67 Fa. Commonwealth

ct. 350 , 447 A. 2d 669 (1982). Accordingly, petitioner must

assert an individual interest apart from tbe common interest of

all citizens of the Commonwe aLtih in having a clean environment.

Petitioner attempts. to assert such an individualized interest by

claiming that DER's actions (or inactions) have given a business

advantage to peti tioner 's competi tors in the area, all of whom

are operating under interim status. Keeping petitioner's

asserted individual interest in mind, it becomes clear that

petitioner has no standing to press these claims.

Pe t LtLone r argues that he has standing by virtue of a

decision of the Environmental Hearing Board in Mill Service,

Inc. v. Department of Environmental Resources, (No. 80-078-H,

filed July 23, 1980). There, the Board held that a competi tor

of a facility which had been granted a permit to dispose of

hazardous wastes had standing to challenge the issuance of that

permit. Even so, petitioner does not have standing because (l)

he is not in the business of treating or storing hazardous

wastes and ·therefore does not compete with those facilities and

(2) this Court's decision at No. 2083 C.D. 1983, has shut down

petitioner's hazardous waste disposal facility so that

petitioner is nota competitor of any disposal facilities. As

7 ARI90104
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such, petitioner has no individualized interest 'lpart from the

common interests of society in general and therefore has no

standing.

Peti tioner finally seeks an order of this Cour t

compelling DER to promptly act on all pend ing appI i c a tions for

permits to store, treat and dispose of hazardous wastes. The

relief sought by petitioner is in mandamus, an extraordinary

writ which \'lill compel the performance of a ministerial act or

mandatory duty. where the plaintiff's right to relief is clear

wi th a concomi tant duty in a defendant where the plaintiff has

no adequate remedy at law. Shaler Area School District v.

Salakas, 494 Fa. 630, 432 A.2d165 (1981). Respondents argue

that petitioner again has n~ standing to press this claim and we

agree in part. Respondent, who was engaged in the business of

disposing of hazardous wastes, has never applied for a permit to

treat and store hazardous wastes. He therefore lacks the

requisite individualized in~erest to pursue any claim concerning

the permitting process for treatment and storage of hazardous

wastes. William Penn Parking Garage.

Peti tioner has, however, submi tted an application to DER

for. a pe r mi t to dispose of hazardous wastes. The essence of

petitioner's argument is that interim status approval for

disposers is illegal after September 5, 1982, thereby requiring

DER to promptly act on those applications. In regard to this

8
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claim, respondents argue that petitioner has failed to state a

cause of action since allowing facilities to dispose of

hazardous wastes under interim .status does not violate any

provision of the Act. Respondents argue, therefore,' that

petitioner is unable to establish either his clear right to

relief or the duty on respondents' part. This court agrees.

As previously mentioned, Section 404(a) of the Act, which

. set up a transi tion scheme, applies to facili ties applying for

permits to store and treat hazardous wastes. l Petitioner argues

that since the disposal of hazardous wastes poses a greater

potential threat to the environment than either stor{ng and

treating those wastes, the standards for the former must be at

least as stringent as those applicable to the·latter.

Section 1001 of the Act provides, "The [prior Solid Waste

Management Act] is repealed: .Provided, however, that all permits

and orders issued, municipal solid waste management plans

approved, and regulations" promulgated under such act shall

remain in full force and effect unless and unt~l modified,

amended, suspended or revoked." 35 P.S. §6018.1001 (Supp.

1983-04) . Under the prior Act, a solid waste permit was

required for those facilities disposing of solid wastes, some of

which are now classified as hazardous. Because of the existence

of these permits and the grandfather clause of Section 1001, it

was unnecessary, in the view of the legislature, to set up a

AR19010?
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t-ransition scheme for disposers of hazardous wastes. Since the

legislature has set no date for is~uance of permits to dispose
.
of hazardous wastes under the present Act, this Court is loath

to intrude into the legislative domain by_ setting such a date

and, therefore, will not do so •

. Appellant's premise, i.e., that disposers operating under

interim status are violating the provisions of the present Act,

on which· he bases his request for a Writ of Mandamus, is

incorrect. Having failed to establish either his right 'to, or

the respondent's corresponding duty, to prompt action on the

permits for disposal facilities, this Court must agree with

respondent's preliminary objection that petitioner has failed to

state a cause of action in mandamus.

Based on all of the foregoing, peti tioner' s petition for

review must be dismissed. That being the case, the motion for a

preliminary injunction must also be denied, as petitioner has

failed to establish his cl~ar right to relief for the permanent

injunction. New Castle Orthopedic Associates v. Burns, 481 Pa.

460, 392 A.2d 1383 (1978).

ARI90I07
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FOOTNOTE

lSecause of the posture of this case, it is unnecessary
to decide whether those faciiities presently storing and
treating hazardous waste under interim status were operating in
violation of the Act.
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IN THE COMMONWEALTH COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA .

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA,
DEPAR~MENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
RESOURCES,

Petitioner :

v.
••
·• No. 3162 C.D. 1983

•·Respondents:

WILLIAM FIORE, d/b/a MUNICIPAL
and INDUSTRIAL DISPOSAL
COMPANY, INC.,

o R D E R

AND NOW, January 30

objections filed by respondents are sustained, the petition for

review is dismissed and the motion for a preliminary injunction

is denied.

AR19010.9



EQUIVALENCY CRITERIA FOR SURETY BONDS
PENNSYLVANIA RESPONSE

. .
EPA ~ill ~onsider the following factors i~ determining whether a state-
. d b d' " . 1 " "b i 11 . 1" hrequ1re $urety on 1S equ1va ent or su stant a y equlva ent to t e

financial mechanisms prescribed in the federal regulations. As a general
-rule, most, if not all of the following questions must be answered "yes" for
the state-required surety bond to be considered "eqUivalent" or "substantially

. 1 "equ1va ent.

1. Is the surety company required to be listed in Circular 570 or
licensed to do business as a surety in the state? Yes - 75.3l3(b).

2. Does the undelvriting limitation in Circular 570 apply? Yes, the company
must be listed in Circula r 570.

3. ~lust the surety company be licensed in the state where the surety.bond
is signed? Yes, must be licensed in PA 75.3l3.(b).

4. Are the terms of a required standby trust fund (if any) at least
equivalent to a standby trust fund under the federal RCRA regulations? (see,
e.g., 40 CFR 264.l43(b)(3) and the equivalency criteria for standby trust
funds, below.) Standby trust fund is not used in PA.

5. ~lust the penal sum of the bond, together with any amount being assured
by other mechanisms be at least equal to the current closure and/or
post-closure cost estimates? Yes - 75--318.

6. ~lust any surety bond that is'used at an interim status facility be a
fin~ncial guarantee bond? (performance bonds may not be used under 40 erR 265
regulations.) Yes. Hazardous waste bonds are penal bonds - Act 97 Section 505(d).

7. For new facilities to be permitted, must the surety bond be submitted
to the Regional Administrator or State Director before hazardous waste is
first received for treatment, storage or disposal? Yes - 75.3l)(c).

'8. For new permitted facilities, must the surety bond be effective before
hazardous wa.ste is first received for treatment', storage or, disposal? Ye8-~5. 3l-l(c).

10. Can the penal sum
followi~g written approval
Yes-75.321(b) and 75.325.

11. ~Jus t the cener or operator obtain a 1t e rnat ive financial as s u r an c e
within a defined time period after bankruptcy of the surety or removal of the
surety's name from Circular 570? Yes-75.329(b) and (c).

9. When cost estimates increase, must the penal sum of the bond be
increased (and evidence of the increase submitted to the Regional
Administrator or State Director) or alterna~e financ{al assurance obtained
within a defined period of time? (federal regulations allow 60 days)Yes~75.321 and

75.322.
be reduced only if cost es~imates decrease and
of the Regional Administrator or S~ate Director?

ARI90110
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12. ~ust the surety give both the owner or operator ~nd the Regional
A.dminist~ator or State Director ample notic~ ~efore cancella~ion of the surety
bond ~ill be allo~ed? (federal regulations require at le~st 120 dDyS)
Yes-75.313(c).

i 13. Will the o~ner or operator have sutficient time after receipt of
notice of cancellation to provide alternative financial essurcnce and obtain
-~ritten app~oval of the new assurance from the Regional Administr~tor or State! Director? (federa 1 regu iat ions require at 1eas t 90 days) Yes-75. 313(c).

14. Is the surety required to pay the penal sum of a financial guarantee
bond in at least these circumstances: Financial guarantee is not permitted in PA.

4. The o~ne= or operator has failed to provide funds in
the amount of the cost estimate for closure and/or
post-closure care before the beginning of final closure
of the facility; N/A-no standby trust fund in PA.

b. The Regional Aqministrator, State Direc~or, or a court
has ordered closure to begin and the owner or operator
has not p r evLd ed funds wi thin 15 days; or NIA-no standby trust fund
in PA.

c. The surety has sent notice of cancellation of the bond
and the owner or operator has not obtained alternate
financial assurance ~ithin a defined time period?
(federal regulations allow 90 days) Yes-75.313(c)(60· days)..

15. ~fust the surety perform closure and/or post-closure care or pay t.he
penal sue of a performance bond in at least the follo~in& circumstances:

cancellation of the bond
not obtained alternate
days?

B. The owner or operator fails ~o fulfill its closure
and/or post-closure obligations, even though closure
may occur sooner than expected or the requirements in
the plans, regulations, and/or permit have changed; or
Yes-75.328(a)(l)-(4).

b. The surety has sent notice of
and the owner or operator has
financial assurance within 90
Yes-75.3l3(c)(60 days)

Hay a surety bond only be terminated with the ~ritten consent of the
Administrator or State Director? Yes, but au t hor i t y may be delegated in

16.
Regional
writing.

17 .. Must itemized bills for closure and/or post-closure care be submit~ed

to the Regional Administrator or State Director before payment will be
Buthorized? Yes. Documentation must be received under 575.325 before payment will
be autftorized. ;

18. ~nere the cost of closure appears to be significantly ~reater than
the amount of available funds, is the Regional Ad~inistrator or State Direc~or

empowered to ~ithhold reimbursement until satisfactory certification of
completion of closure is received? Yes. No reimbursement ~il1 beAid~~QllsL1
funds are sufficient to cover full cost of closure and post-closure. 575.328(a)(3),
575.326(g) and §75.32S(d).
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EQUIVALENCY CRITERIA FOR LETTERS OF CREDIT
PENNSYLVANIA RESPONSE

EPA will consider the following factors ~n determining ~hether a state·
requi:-ed letter of credit is "equivalent" or "substantially equivalent" to the
finaJ'lcial mechanisms prescribed in the federal·regulations. As a general

- rule, most, if not all of the following questions must be answered "yes" for
the state-required letter of credit to be considered "equivalent" or
"substantially equivalent." .0

1. Is the issuer required to be authorized to issue letters of credit,
and must its letter of credit operations ,be regulated by a state or federal
agency? Yes-75.314(d)(1).

2. Are the terms of a required standby trust fund (if iny) at least
equivalent to the required standby trust fund under the federal RCRA
regulations? (see, e.g., 40 eFR 264.l43(d)(3) and the equivalency criteria
for standby trust funds, below.) Standby trust fund a9t used in PAt..

3. ~ust the letter of credit be irrevocable for at least a year and
provide for automatic extensions? Yes-75.314(d)(Z).

~. Does the letter of credit have to be accompanied by a letter or
schedule detailing the coverage for each facility? Yes, a breakdown is required
if more than one facility.

S. Must the o~ner or operator submit evidence within a reasonable period
that any cost increases are covered by alternate mp.chanisms or increases in
the face amount of the letter of credit? (federal regulations allow up to 60
days .') Yes-75.322.

6. ~lust owners or operators obtain ~lternate financial assurance within a
specified time if the issuing institution ceases operations, files for
bankruptcy, or otherwise ceases to qualify? (federal regulations allow up to
60 days.) Yes-75.329(b) and (c).

7. Must alternate assurance be obtained within a specified time if the
issuer gives notice of nonrenewal of the letter? (federal regulations allow
up to 90 days.) Yes-75.314(d)(2)(ii).

8. Must the face amount of the letter of credit, together ~ith any amount
being assured by other mechanisms be at least equal to the current closure and
post-closure cos~ estimates? Yes-75.318.

9. ~ust the letter of credit be submitted to the Regional Administrator
or State Director by a specified time before hazardous waste is first.received
for new permitted facilities? (federal regul~tions require at least 60 days.)

Yes. Bond must be submitted and approved prior to wBste acceptance-75.311(c).
10. For new facilities to be permitted, must the letter of credit be

effective before hazardous ~aste is first received for treatment, storage or
disposal? Yes-75.311(c).



11. C~n the amount be reduced enly if cost ~stimates decrease and
follo~ing ~rit~en approval of ~he Regional Ad~inist=acor or State Director?I Yes-75.321(b) and ,75.325.

I 12. ~Just itemized bills for closure and/or post-closure care be submitted
to the Regional Adminis~rQtor or State Director before reimbursement will be

I '. •

J 8 ~ t ho r i% e d ? Yes. Documentation must be ~eceiv~d under 575.325 before payment will
be authorized. I

13. "'·here the cost of closure appears to be s igni f icant 1y :reat e r th~n

lthe amount of funds available under the letter of credit, is the Regional
.lAdminis;rator or State Director empowered to withhold reimbursement until
sa~isfa~tPrv certification of completion of closure is received? \Yes. No ze Imburs.

I ment w11l ~e made unless funds are sufficient to cover full cost of closur~ an~ post- .:
clOflt:e• IsS7(e~ff&~a;l!6n tlf·~i(~)e~ir5b\-3~t~~1't only allo~ed if (1) ah;ern£:e

assurance is prOVided, or (2) the owner or operator has been released fr;c
I closure or post-closure financial requirements? Yes-75.316(b) or 75.325.
I

•

- .
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EQUIVALENCY CRITERIA FOR CASH DEPOSITS
AND CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT

PENNSYLVANIA RESPONSe

ErA ,,:i'll consider the following factors in deterfining ,.,.·hethe:- a state
~qui=ed cash deposit or certificate of deposit is 'equivalent" or
~ubstantially equivalent" to the financial mechnnisms prescribed in the
ede r a I .regulntions. As a general rule. most. if not all of the following
'.rest ions mus t be ans~'ered "yes" for t he s t e te- required cash depos it or
;:rtifi~ate of deposit to be considered "equivalen.t" or " s ubstanti31ly
l.uivalent."

1. ~tust ~he bank or financial institution holding the cash deposit or
e~tificate of de~osit be resulated ~nd ~xamined by a fede:al or state ~~:~:7'.

Yes-75.314(c)(6).
1 ~

I 2. ~lust the Regional Administrator or State Director be the beneficiary
\d be empowered to draw upon or direct payment from the funds if the owner or
?erator fails to perform c Lesure or pos t e c Lcsu r e care? Yes-75.328(a)(2)-(4) and"'I (b)(3)-(5). . . .

3. For new fa~ilities to be permitted. must the cash deposit or .-'--:'---
~rtificate of deposit b~ established before hazardous ,.,.aste is first received
pr treatment. storage or disposal? Yes-75.3ll(c).
i

4. ~just payments be mude pursuant to a pay-in period and formula.at leas~

auivalent to federal RCRA trust fund requirements? ~es. S75.3l5-s. Must advance notice be prOVided to the Resional Administrator or State
Lrector in a,defined time period prior to termination by the owner or
)erator? Yes-75.3l6.

! 6. Must at least one of the follOWing conditions be met for the cash
~posit or certificate of deposit to be terminated: (1) the o,.,.ner or operator
is performed closure/post~closure to the State Director's or Regional
~inistrator's satisfaction. or (2) alternate assurance has been established
l) in accordance with state regulations or (b) that would be acceptable under
) CrR 264/265.1491 Yes-75.315(b) or 75.325. .

7. Can funds be released only upon wri~ten instruction of the Regional
iministrator or State Director? Yes-75.325.

8. Must itemized bills for closure and/or post-closure care be submitted
) the Regional Administ=ator or State Director before' paymen~ ~ill be
lthorized? Yes. Documentation is require4 for release of any amount under §75.325.

"\. ,

9. wnere the cost of closure appears significantly greater than the
~ount of ~available funds. is the Regional Administrator or State Director
lpowered to withhold reimbursement unt_il sa~isfactory certification of
.osure is received? Yes. No reimbursement will be made unless

funds are sufficient to cover full. cost of closure and post-closure. 575.328(a)(3),
575.326(g) and §75.325(d). ARl 90 , lit
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iSubject:

To:

!.
IFrom:

I

IThrough:

, ...

Cornrnonwcalth of Pennsylvania
Environmental Resources

February I, 1984

Right to Know Request - List of Watcr
Companies

John McSparran, Director
Bureau of Resources Programming

Cat~y Curran Myers a~7~/~
Assistant Counsel
Bureau of Regulatory Counsel

Maxine Woelfling, Director ~W~q
Bureau of Regulatory Counsel ~ / q

You have reques ted an opinion as to whether you must honor a request from a
private citizen for the Department's list of names and addresses of water
suppliers. You are advised that under the Pennsylvania "Right to K~ow Act", Act
of June 21, 1957, P.L. 390, as amended, 65 P.S. 966.1 et seq., such lists of names
and addresses are public records and must be disclosed. . ..

The information requested is a list of names and addresses of water companies
regulated by DER. While DER does not have an actual hard copy list of water
suppliers, the informa tion does come into the Department on the annual reports
submitted by the water suppliers. In the past, persons requesting a list were
invited to copy the addresses off the annual reports in the Department files. At
present, the information requested is also stored inour computer and could be
printed out as a list if programmed to do so.

Case law has repeatedly interpreted lists of names and addresses as public records
requiring disclosure under the Right to Know Law (Merganthaler v. Pennsylvania
State Employees Rctirement I)oard, 33 Pa. C. 237, 372 i\.2d 91-14 (19~7), list of
retired state employees; Young v. Armstrong School District, 21 Pa. C. 203, 344
A.2d 73& (1975), list of kindergarten pupils; rriedrnan vo rUlnO, 9 Pa. C. 609,
30~ A.2d 75 (1973), list of candidates for examination as certified public
accountants; Hoffman v. Commonweal th Pcnns Ivania"Game Commission, 71 Pa.
C. 99 (19&3), subscription Iist to Pennsylvania Came News. The lists requcs ted of
you cannot be distinguished from those which the courts have declared to be public
records. .

The courts have left the question of how the information will be provided to the
requestor largely in the hands of the agency. Al though Scction 3 of the Law gives
the citizen a clear rigllt to make copies, indudinr, pho togr aphic copies of records
in the custody of the agency, it is left to the agency's discretion whether the
applicant must make the copies or whether the agency will provide the copies at
the applicant's cost. In a recent case in which a citizen r e que s t cd mailing labels
for the Game Commission's rna gn z lne subscription list, the court left the method
of providing the information to the Commission's discretion. The court rejected

Aat 90' I 5
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John McSparran, Director ~ 2 • February 1, 1984

the applicant's right to rcccive ma il lng labels, but ordered the Commission to
afford the applicant with an appropriate, f::1ir and efficient opportunity to take
extracts or make copies of the list. Hoffman v. Pa. Game Commission, supra.

If the information is readily accessible by computer in a list form, it is arguably
"unfair" or "inefficient" to require the applicant to search addresses from the
entire file by hand. However, you are not required to use employee time and
effort to make a list more accessible. See, Lewis v. Thornburgh, 462 Pa, C. 310
(1983). Therefore, I sugges t you, in consul ta tion with the Bureau of lnforma tion
Systems, fashion a policy that affords a realistic opportunity for persons to obtain
this information, without unduly interfering with the regular work of the Bureau.
Any employee time or materials which you decide to use to satisfy such a request
are chargeable to the requestor. If you have any further questions regarding this
matter, I will be glad to advise you.

cc: . Tom Denslinger

AR I 90 I Is
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BUREAIj OF SOliD W/'STI.; IvlMJAGEMl:NT
DIVISION OF HAZll/tI)OlJS \\t.srr: MI\NAGEI\1EiH

-------
APPUC:, i-IOf-J NO. (Department USB Only)

(TOWNSHIP. BOROUGH. OR CIT'I\

(I){We), the undersigned, hereinafter sornerirnes ral8rred to as "landowner", being the owner(s) of

!
I
1 County, Pennsylvania, as described in the deedlsl recorded in the Recorder

of Deeds Office at Deed Book(s) and pagels) and shown by crosshatched

~ines on the map attached hereto which is signed in the original by the 'landoWner upon which

! . proposes to engage in hazardous waste! 'HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILIT'I OPEI1ATORI

storage, treatment or disposal activities for which application for permit will be made to the Department of

lenVironmental Resources under the Pennsylvania Solld Woste Management Act, Act of July 7, 1980

(P.L.380,35 P.S.§6018.1 0 et seq., and of which application this consent will be made a part, 00 HEREBY

ACKNOWLEDGE THATTHE HAZARDOUS WASTE M.~NAGEM[NTFACILITY OPERATOR AND HIS PERSONNEL HAVE

! THE RIGHT TO ENTER UPON AND USE THE LAND FOR THE PURPOSES OF Cor~DUCTING HAZARDOUS WASTE

MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES. Furthermore, (l){Wel. -the undersigned, do hereby irrevocably grant to the hazard-

ous waste management facility operator and to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or any of its author-

. ized agents, or employees, the right to enter upon the atorosatd land before th~ beginning of the hazardous

waste management activities. during the hazardous waste rncnaqernent activitles and for a period of 20 years

after final closure of the facility, for the purposes of inspection and for the purpose of conducting such pollu-

tion abatement or pollution prevention activities ruuuired llll~jor the Act, the rcgula-..:ions promulgated thereunder

and the terms of the permit as the Departmant deems nccassarv. (I)(We) do nerebv grant in addition to the
. ,

Commonwealth, for the aforesaid period of time. a right of entry across ar.v adjoining or contiguous lands

owned by (us)(me) in order to have access to the land unscrioed herein. It is specifically agreed and understood

that this contractual consent gives the Commonwealth the right to enter, inspect the premises, and abate

or prevent pollution as a matter within the police power but does not obliqate the Commonwealth to do so,

does not constitute any ownership interest by the Cornrnon-vealth in the aforesaid land, cI\1l:ldoibGdt Lf7ect
"

or limit any rights available to tho Commonwealth uncer applicable law.
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IAGREES OR DOES NOT AGREEI
~=:-=-:-::::':::~ TO ALLOW THE ABOVE-NAMED HAZARDOUS WASTEI tit. LANUUWNt.H

...
IJ1ANAGEMENT FACILITY OPERATOR TO TRANSFER OR ASSIGN, BY WRITTEN AGREEMENT, THIS CON

TRACTUAL CONSENT TO ANOTHER HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITY OPERATOR,

This Consent shall terminate and become null and void if the hazardous waste management facility

.perator does not apply to tha Department of Environmental Resources for a permit to conduct hazardous

vaste management activities on the aforesaid land within year(s) from the date of this Con-

ant. Nothing in this Consent shall preclude or limit the landowner's authority to terminate the right or privilege

If the hazardous waste management facility operator to conduct hazardous waste management activities

in the aforesaid land.

This Contractual Consent shall be deemed to be a recordable document. Prior to the initiation of hazar-

dous waste management facility operations under the permit, this Consent shall be recorded by
t

(LANDOWNER OR HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITY OPERATOR\
___~~==-=::-':":"':"':-:"":':'=-:::-:-==-':":":"':-:-:-:::-:=':=-:":-::::-:=:-:=:':":':::-:::-__ and entered into the deed book Id.b.v.) index at

'he office of the recorder of deeds in the county(ies) in which the hazardous waste management facility is

o be located.

In witness whereof and intending to legally bind (myself) (ourselves), (my) (ourl heirs, successors and

hssigns, (I) (we) have hereunto set (my) (our) hand(s) and seal this day
~ .
;,f , 19 __ .

ISEAL)
LANDOWNER (Print Name)

By:
Signature

(Print Name)

By:
Signature

" . ,

W 90 118---------------"'(Print Name)



ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF INDIVIDUALS OR PARTNERS

ISTATE OF

55

(OATEI

lNAMEISll

[ven) to be the person whose name is subscribed to this instrument, and who acknowledged that
!

lHE.SHE OR THEYI
____~~~=::---------executed the same and desires it to be recorded.

\: .
j.' •

i:f<' IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand a~d official seal.

(DATE)

My Commission Expires: _

NOTARY PUBLIC

I(SEAL) ---------

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF CORPORATIONS

ISTATE OF
I

55

ICOUNTY OF

(OATEI
____,....- , before me, the undersigned Notary, personally appearedOn

(NAMElSII
_________-:":':'~:_:_=_:_:__--------,who acknowledged (herself) (himself) to. be the

lNAME OF CORPQRAnONIITITLE OF PERSONI

____________ of - ----------, a corporation', and

, that s(he), as such officer, being authorized to do so, executed the foregoing instrument on behalf of the
!
I

I said corporation and desires that this instrument be recorded.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunder set my hand and official seal.

NOTARY PUBLIC

(SEAL) _

f

My Commission Expires: _

(DATE)

•

of _

lSIGNED • IPRINT NAMEI (SUlfDI

..
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